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Chapter 4

Girls' Stories of Romance and Wolence in Dating

Relationships
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Preface to Chapter Four

In this chapter the third and final study within the research project is presented. From the

wide lens approaches of the questionnaire and group interview studies, the approach in this

study drew the lens into a more detailed focus on the experiences of individual students.

Initially I had intended that the interviews would simply provide a more in-depth

investigation of students' experiences of violence in their heterosexual relationships. In a

sense, what I had in mind was a phenomenological type of study that might show how

students came to find themselves in violent relationships and how they subsequmtly

negotiated them. However, my experiences in the group interviews had shown me that

adopting the inquiring stance of an outsider looking in, wanting to leam as much as possible,

enabled me to follow directions that might otherwise remain unexplored. I decided therefore,

to adopt a similar role in the individual interviews. Unlike the group interviews, however, I

wanted the individual interviews to be an opportunity for students to tell their stories. I had in

mind, therefore, a narative structure and some kind of narative analysis at the outset of the

study.

Although I had not analysed the group data in any detail at the time of beginning the

individual interviews I did have a sense of some of the key strands weaving through the data.

I knew, for example, that masculine and feminine identities interwove with violent

relationships and that these identities were a strong feature of the data. My preliminary

reading around identity issues at that time suggested links between romantic love and

identity, particularly for adolescent girls. While I did not enter the interviews with the idea of

asking specifically about romance, I wondered if the interviews might add another piece to

the jigsaw through elucidating some of the connections between romantic love, identity and

being in a violent relationship. This, at least, was what I hoped might occur given that the

students would be invited to tell their 'love stories'.

As I read and re-read the girls' stories in the transcripts of their interviews, I became aware

that they seemed to fit within a romantic narrative. Stories of violent, controlling, possessive
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boyfrie,nds were embedded within stories of romance. I therefore begrn this chapter with an

ove,lrdew of the literature that focuses on romantic discourse, in particular as it relates to

teenage grrls. I the,n use the framework of the romantic narrative to present an analysis of the

girls, stories. In the conclusion of the chapter I address some of the implications within the

girls' stories for intenrention and social change in the area of viole'lrt heterosexual

relationships.
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Girls' Stories of Romance and Violence in Dating Relationships

Lita

Lita where do you think your ideas about um the sort of relationship that you want to have,
where do you think those ideas have come from?

(laughs) I don't really *now where they come from. I just- its just ideas, its like, well, what
my friends- its like a farry tale its like I want everything to be perfect. They said that um-
they look at me, as I want my relationship just to be perfecl which won't happen, and I
said maybe it will happen. Its like they think that I'm thinking about myttrs and legends
really (laughs). I don't know, yeah cause its different between you and your friends. They
want different things with relationships, they want different things.

Girls like Lita grow up listening to and reading the fairy tales that have been passed down

through hundreds of years. As Lita tells us, in fairy tales everything is perfect. At least, the

romantic core of the tale seems perfect in that the handsome prince falls madly in love with

the beautiful princess and all obstacles are overcome to pave the way for marriage and living

happily ever after. Often the prince is the solution (Walkerdine, 1990). For Sleeping Beauty

he gives her life, for Cinderella he takes her from rags to riches and for Rapunzel he frees her

from imprisonrtent in her impenetable tower. Jackson (1993a) notes that the fairy tale

provides children with a pattem of romantic narrative that they leam early in their lives.

Indeed, Hiller and Landgridge's (1995) study of Australian schoolgirls aged between foru

and 14 years revealed stong adherence to the fairy tale scenario of marrying their 'prince'

and living happily ever after in a lovely home with beautiful children. Hiller and Landgridge

note not only the strong influence of popular culture in shaping such romantic ideals but also

the resistance of girls to abandoning such ideals. Such resistance may be ernbedded in the

way in which girls' literature, in particular, successfully engages with girls' desires through

the fantasy world it creates (Walkerdine, 1990).

The enduring appeal of the fairy tale in Western cultues is evident in Radway's (1991) work

on women readers of the romantic novel. Radway found that the most popular romantic

novels, coined the 'ideal' romances, were those that remained faithful to the genre of the fairy

tale. The successful elements of the 'ideal' romances included the exclusionary relationship

between the hero and heroine and the surmounting of problems pertaining to the character of
either one. These character flaws, presented as impediments to the romance, are subseque,lrtly
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ove,rcome, in contrast to the 'failed' romantic novels in which the obstacles are external

circumstances, outside of the hero or heroine's confrol. Elaborating the classical romantic

fiajectory, Pearce and Stacey (1995) describe the cenfal plot of its narrative as the quest for

love, a love that is heterosexually defined and that is marked by obstacles and barriers to its

fulfillment. The narative frequently begins with the 'look'; the moment at which the hero

and heroine are magnetically drawn to one another. A derivative of the classical form is that

the narrative begins with the protagonists disliking one another. The cental questions to the

na:rative in either case are 'will they', 'won't ftey', or 'how will they', which occupy the

unfolding of the romance to a usually satisfactory'happy ending'. There are variants to the

happy ending, such as the tragic loss of a loved one through death, or some kind of suffering.

The stages of the classical romance described by Pearce and Stacey include the encounter

(lovers meet), through to the hansformation (become a new person through love), negotiation

(idealism wears off and problems emerge), and concluding with the resolution (love's refusal

or the happy ending).

Within romantic discourse , romantic love has long been imbued with the notion that it is an

irmate, mysterious passion that rises in the hearts of women and men. Set against this idea is

the argument that love is a socially constnrcted emotion, one which only ernerged with the

rise of 'self as an individual in the Middle Ages (Averill, 1985; Jackson, 1993a; Jaggar,

1989). According to this social constnrctionist view, emotions like love are not simply

internal states but are constructed through culturally relevant discourses. People position

themselves within these discourses and in so doing create the meaning of their experiences of
love. Hence, as Wetherell (1995) notes, lovers might like to think that the words they utter to

give voice to their feelings are unique but their utterances are drawn from cultural texts

(narratives, language, stories) of romance. Accordingly, women's experiences of romantic

love vary across different periods of history and different cultures @earce & Stacey, 1995).

Constnrctions of love may also differ across class and ethnicity. Giles (1995), for example,

found that the working class women in her study were more concerned with making a'good'

marriage in economic terms, often dismissing romance as middle class 'silliness'.

In addition to differences across class and ethnicity, romantic love is gendered @earce &
Stacey, 1995, Wetherell, 1995). In other words, men and women are positioned very
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differently within the discourses of romantic love. This has been an issue for feminists

throughout history, from a variety of perspectives. In the era of 'second-wave ferninism' in

the 1970's, these perspectives ranged from women's subordination and exploitation through

love to the exclusivity and possessiveness induced by it (see Jackson 1993a for overview).

Love was seen as the bait to capture women into the institution of marriage, portrayed in the

popular feminist slogan, 'it begins when you sink into his arms and ends with your arms in

the sink.' A central concern for feminists has been the inequity of benefits to men that are

not accorded women in a romantic relationship. kr particular, writers such as Jackson point to

the way in which romance satisfies a male's unmet needs for nurturance. This comes at a cost

to women who provide all the emotional labour without it being reciprocated (Baftky, 1990).

Duncombe and Marsden (1993) suggest that there is an emotional asymmety in heterosexual

relationships, marked by women's greater susceptibility to romantic discourse and intimate

emotion on the one hand and their greater willingness to disclose emotions and 'do intimacy'

on the other. Indeed, romance itself is often perceived as feminine. McRobbie (1991)

describes romance as the girls' reply to male sexuality. In other words, boys do sex and girls

do romance. From a slightly different perspective, Thompson (198a) suggests that romance

and sex are fused for girls but not for boys: he wants to know how far he can go, she wants to

know how much he really cares for her. Wetherell (1995) extends this with her observation

that in the world of popular culture, women are assigned the romantic fiction and men the

pornography.

While women may be more susceptible to romance, as Duncombe and Marsden (1993)

suggest, they are not necessarily disempowered within its discourse. Indeed, romance may

provide an opportunity for a woman to wield power, through having the love stnrck parfrrer at

her mercy, "squirming uncomfortably on the hook of love" (Wetherell, 1995, p. 142).

Although some stands of romantic discourse seem to create such a position of power for

women others place her within the passivity of traditional constnrctions of femininity. So, for

example, the male initiates the romance, the female waits for it to happen. McRobbie's

(1991) analysis of the love comic Jackie revealed this to be the pervasive scenario in all of

the love stories. Jackson (1993a) notes that the theme of women's power over men is a

recurrent one in romantic naratives, often taking the shape of the heroine's love taming the

male beast, tansforming him into a decent, worthy person. She also points out, however, that
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the power is illusory in that the beast might be tamed but he gains from the heroine's

nurturance and emotional labour without grving away any of his power in the relationship.

On balance, it would appear that men have more to gain from their positions within romantic

discourse than do women. Pearce and Stacey (1995) comment on the way in which Westem

cultr-ue naturalises and essentialises the gender-specific roles in classical romance, thereby

veiling the gendering of roles and the power dynamics within them.

Romantic discourse, then, can be both 'enchanting' and 'problematic' for women (Wetherell,

1995). The identities that may be constmcted within the discourse are, arguably, a cental

problem for women and girls. In romantic fiction, the heroines find identity through the care

of a nurturant protector and sexual partrrer @adway, 1991). This is an identity familiar to

readers already within culnual discourses of traditional femininity that position women as

weak and dependent on men. Radway points out that the romance novel insists on the

desirability, naturalness and benefits of the heroine's role by porfaying it as a freely

designed, personally confrolled, individual choice. Hence, for readers the heroine becomes

their version of an independent, intelligent woman. This stands in contradiction to heroines

who talk of love and sex as making them "complete". Wetherell suggests that this is an aspect

of investnent in romantic discourse (why people want to take up positions in romantic

discourse), that at a psychoanalytic level people have the desire to make themselves

complete, replicating the binding of mother and child. In the romance novel, however, it
would seem that women, not men, have a need to make themselves whole, underlining the

way in which submission and dominance are written in to the romantic tale (Jackson, 1993a).

In a sense, romantic discourse affirms a traditionally feminine identity, exemplified in

passivity, emotionality and dependency. Exposure to the myriad of forms in which this

discourse is available, provides a pattern of narative that girls may draw on as they constnrct

a narative of self (Jackson, 1993b). Placing the discourse within the hegemonic structure of
Western society, lends understanding as to why romantic, traditionally feminine constnrctions

of selfprevail over alternatives (Connell, 1987, see previous chapter for elaboration).

Teenage girls provide a ready market for the peddling of romantic narative. While girls, like

Lita's friends in the opening extract, may scorn fairy-tale romance, they are nonetheless

bombarded with narratives of romance in pop music, teen television dramas, teen fiction and
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teenmagazines. The naratives may seem more 'real' than fairy tales, myths and legends, but

when the 'reality', grounded in modern 90's living, is unpacked the core is little different.

McRobbie's (1991) analysis of the comic Jackie, a publication in its hey day during the

1970's, painted a picture of dewy eyed heroines and gpnite jaw heroes in the comic sfrip

love stories: hardly very different to the fair princesses and handsome princes of the fairy

tale. For the comic's heroines, romance was always just around the corner, waiting to happen"

positioning them as passive rather than actively seeking it out. They were preoccupied with

getting a man, yet winning him brought the insecurity of possibly losing him to another girl.

Pierce (1990) notes similarities to Jackie in the magazine Seventeen that perpetuates ,mong

other things the message that a girl should be concerned with finding a man to take care of

her. McRobbie notes changes in both Settenteen and, Jackie as the publications moved into

the 1980's in that heroines were presented less as the victims of romance and more realism

emerged in the stories in the form of problems and difficulties. However, Jackson (1993a)

disputes that the changes support the notion of waning cultr.re of romance, a position adopted

by McRobbie, and argues that a different vehicle is used ('popsters') to feed romantic

fantasies. Jackson also points to the growttr in Westem countries of the 'teen fiction' formula

romances, as a contraindication of the decline of romance.

Unfortunately, research on teenage girls' romantic lives is sparse and little is known about

how girls are drawing on the romantic narative, as depicted in comics like Jackie, in

constructing narratives of self. Some insight to the development of romantic nonns among

girls in grades 7 to 8 (12-14 year olds) is provided in an ethnographic study undertaken by

Simon, Eder and Evans (1992). The researchers found that the girls often talked about

romantic love and their interviews revealed the emergence of fow romantic 'norms' from the

girls' talk. The least contested of these norms was that they should only have romantic

feelings for the opposite sex. Hence, they were drawing on the wider cultural romance

discourse of compulsory heterosexuality. Girls were more conflicted about the norm that

romantic relationships were important, but not everything. This suggests that the notion of
needing a boyfriend to complete self; a message conveyed in girls' love comics, was not

inscribed in a narrative of self for at least some of the girls. The constnrction of romantic love

as monogamous, however, impacted on the grls by the eighth grade. It was not acce,ptable to

have feelings for more than one boy, nor to have feelings for a boy who was already attached.
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This norm of exclusivity offered some protection for girls from having boyfriends hooked by

other girls, a major source of insecurity for them (McRobbie, 1991; Walkerdine, 1990). In

accepting the norm, girls must trade freedom for security. Thompson (1984) also found that

compulsory monogirmy hovered uncomfortably in the relationships of the teenage girls in her

study.

One further norm constructed from the girls' talk was the notion that 'one should always be

in love'. This meant that as soon as one relationship ended, girls would rapidly redirect their

romantic involvement into a new relationship or, alternatively, recycle a former boyfriend.

The researchers raised concern that girls seemed to be willing to create romantic feeling

where none existed, citing the case of a girl who had a heart drawn on her hand, ready to fill
with a boyfriend's name. This echoes of the girls in the love comics, waiting for romance to

capture them at any time, in any place. The constnrction of the nomrs occuned through

gossip, playful joking, humour and direct confrontation. Hence, the girls obtained their

normative information about romance from friends in everyday interactions. Although the

researchers use the language of 'norms' drawn from a positivist discourse, their study

exemplifies the discursive construction of the girls' cultural and social worlds.

The romantic discourses of the wider culture that girls draw on to constnrct 'nonns' about

relationships with boyfriends create positions for girls that enhance the potential for abuse.

The vulnerability of girls is highlighted in the arena of their sexual relationships with

boyfriends through the fusion of love and sex. Boys may pressure girls for sex (operating

within the discourse of male sexual need), using 'romance' to do so, as in 'if you really loved

me you would' (see Chapter 3, p. 123.). This places girls in a dilemma that is fuelled by the

very contradictory messages they receive about their sexuality. On the one hand, their

femininity is sexually defined but on the other hand they are supposed to be virginally pure.

If they succunrb to a boyfriend's sexual pressure they risk being labeled a 'slut', if they don't

they risk being labeled 'frigid'. Whatever they decide, they risk losing the boyfriend. He may

leave because he got what he wanted, or leave because he can get what he wants from

someone else (Thompson, 1984).
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Mercer (1983) suggests that the fusion of sex and love means that girls ignore their own

'psycho-sexual processes' of what is okay and what is not okay in sex' When this is coupled

with lack of knowledge about abuse, the sexual vulnerability of girls in their relationships

with boyfriends is heightened even further'

In addition to sexual nrlnerability, girls' positions within a romantic discourse create

rnrlnerability in a number of other ways. First, passivity and submission create a vulnerability

to abusive relationship experiences, as noted by several authors (e.g., Levy, 1991; Mercer,

1983). Second, the girls' task within a romantic narrative is to apply tendemess and love to

soften the hardness, indifference, or even ernotional cruelty of the male hero. Translating this

into everyday life, a girlfriend may endure a boyfriend's abuse, hoping that her love will

change him. She may see his violence as something he cannot help but that she can help him

overcome through her understanding (Mercer, 1938). Such tender care conforms to the

nurturant discourse of emphasised femininity (Connell, 1987). A thfud aspect of the problems

arisrng from romantic discourse is the dependency it engenders in tandem with emphasised

femininity. An abusive boyfriend may be better than no boyfriend at all, a situation rendered

all the more likely by the affirmation of girls' identities through being liked or loved by a

boyfriend. The peer culture may serue to reinforce the expectation of having a boyfriend, as

indicated in the earlier cited work of Simon et al. (1992). Finally, seeing the relationship

through the lens of romance may obscure the violence and abuse, or relegate it to secondary

importance. Viole,nt boyfriends are not always violent and the moments of kindness, caring or

tenderness may assume the focus and create the "idyllic picture' for a girl to hold on to

(Mercer, 1988).

The fusion of love and violence underlines the application of Stoctrtrolm Syndrome to explain

why young women stay in abusive dating relationships (Graham & Rawlings, 1991)' Drawn

from characteristics of hostage situations, the primary feature of the syndrome is the bi-

directional bonding that occurs between captor and hostage. Gmham and Rawlings suggest

that the ways in which young women constnrct the violence are survival sfiategies. Examples

of these constnrctions include: minimisation of abuse, not constnrcting self as abused or

situation as abusive, taking on the perspective of the abuser (i.e., she caused it), projection of

own victim status onto her partrer (she feels sympathetic and caring toward her abusive
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parfrrer) and seeing her parfirer in a positive light (in order to maintain the bond)' Gratram and

Rawlings comment that helping young women to untangle the love and violence is an

important element of therapeutic intervention

The study presented in this chapter centres on the nanatives of teenage girls who had, in at

least one of their relationships with aboyfriend, experienced some form of violence' As noted

earlier, there has been very little research on teenage girls' romantic relationships' In

addition, it is difficult to find research that explores the interconnections betwee'n love and

violence. Yet, clinical and anecdotal evidence suggests that love is a powerfirl factor in

women,s decisions to remain in violent relationships. In the context of romantic discoruse

that promotes love as a solution, as having the ability to change someone and to conquer all,

the clinical evidence is not at all surprising. Further, the fusion of love and violence has been

noted by a number of writers. Jackson (1993a), for example, suggests that the nature of love

in romantic narrative is violent, rather than gentle. Heroines fiemble under the seductive

power of heroes. Rape is reframed as overwhelming desire in which the hero is unable to

resist the sexual powers of his conquest, as when Rtrett Butler 'takes' Scarlett tn Gone with

the Wind. To explore the interweaving of love and violence, then, grls in this study were

invited to tell the stories of their romantic relationships. Although their participation in the

study was an indication that they had experienced some form of violence in a romantic

relationship, details were not explicitly sought. Rather, the primary goal of the study was to

facilitate the telling of romantic biographies, violent and non-violent. This goal was informed

by the view of people as storytellers, who construct and re-constnrct biographies in narrative

form, drawing on na:ratives (and discourses) of the wider culture (Gergen, 1996; Gergen &

Gergen, 1984; Jackson, 1993b).

Method

Participants

The students involved in the individual interviews were drawn from participants in the

questionnaire study (see chapter 2 for information about participating schools). Students who

completed the questionnaire were asked to complete an expression of interest form related to
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taking part in an individual interview. The form, which was in a separate envelope attached to

the questiotutaire, explained that the interview would follow up on topics raised in the

questionnaire. All students returned the invitation in the envelope independent of whether or

not they wished to participate in the interview. However, only those interested in taking part

completed the form in which they wrote their names and indicated how they wanted to be

contacted (school or home). In this way, attention was not drawn to students who opted to

participate.

A total of 45 students filled out the form indicating their interest. When contacted and

provided with more information about the interview study 30 students, 24 girls and 6 boys,

agreed to participate in an individlal interview (see Appendix D. As in the questionnaire

study, participating students were aged between 16 and 18 years of age' Five of the six boys

were Pakeha and the remaining boy was Asian. of the 24 girls three were Maori, three

Pacific Island, one was Thai, one South African Indian and the remainder were Pakeha'

Interviews

The interviews took place during school time, using suitably private offices. Interviews were

scheduled to take place within a school period, which varied between 50 minutes and one

hour across the different schools. At the beginning of the interview students were advised

about confidentiality of all the information they provided. They subsequently completed

consent forms confirming their willingness to participate and their agreement to the interview

being audiotaped (see Appendix K). They were also advised of their rigtrt to withdraw from

the study at anY time.

The interviews were loosely stnrctured to enhance informality. Participants were invited to

talk about all of their romantic relationships, working chronologically from thet first partrers

through to curent parfirers. They were not asked to talk about their 'violent' relationships

because they would not necessarily label their violence experiences as 'violent' (see Kelly'

lggz). Rather they were asked about aspects of each relationship that they did not like, and

the worst aspects of a relationship. Uniformly these questions uncovered experiences of

violence. In the main, questions aimed to clariff and expand participants' stories. Where
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students were experiencing ongoing difficulties as a consequence of violencen options for

help were discussed with them. Students were given a sunmary of the main themes drawn

from the interviews once an initial analysis had been completed (see Appe,ndix L).

Participant backgrounds

The interview material for the six boys was not included in the analysis. The reason for this

was that none of the boys talked about violent girlfriends or about being violent toward

girlfriends. Of the 24 gqrls interviewed, three girls had experienced relational problems that

were not of an abusive nature and their material was excluded from the analysis. Among the

remaining 2l girls, seven had been sexually pressr.red by boyfriends, two had been raped and

another two had experienced attempted rapes. Almost half of the girls (10) had been in

relationships with boyfriends who were possessive and/or contolling. Seven girls talked

about boyfriends who used emotional violence, resulting in feelings of derogation and low

self-worth. The term emotional violence incorporated a boyfriend's sexual 'cheating' (i.e.

sexual relationships with another girl while in the relationship) because this impacted so

strongly on how the girls felt about themselves. Two girls talked about being physically

assaulted and threatened by boyfriends. Most girls had been in several relationships from age

13 and their reports of abusive experiences occlured primarily in their first and second

relationships. A few of the girls talked of having more than one abusive boyfriend. Most of

the girls (17) had been in sexual relationships with one or more of their boyfriends. Cultural

values were given as the reason that three of the four girls had not been in sexual

relationships.

Process of Analysis

It is important to note a number of contextual issues related to the analysis of data. First, the

data is constrained by the interview itself. The stories told by participants were produced

specifically for the interviewer. Assumptions cannot be made, therefore, that the story is a

participant's one 'true' story as she may tell it in other ways in different contexts. Second,

interpretation of the data is necessarily constrained by my own values, experie,nces and

identities and my interpretation represents one possibility for the meaning of the texts. Third,
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listening to girls' stories about their hurt was no easy task. These interviews took place very

soon after the death of my mother and I felt some of the girls' pain acutely' I was also aware

of trying to stay in the role of researcher and not being drawn into the role of a therapist'

Given my awareness that I might have appeared to be the one doing all the taking and the

girls all the giving, I felt reassured by the girls telling me at the end of the interviews how

good they felt being able to 'get it all out'. ln a sense, then, the interviews appeared to have

been helpful for the girls, some of whom talked for the first time about their experiences of

violence.

Given that this study focused on the naratives of girls, as they reconstnrcted the stories of

their relationships with boyfriends, I was clear at the outset of the study that I would use

some form of narrative analysis. The elucidation of themes in the girls' stories presented one

possibility for analysis (as for example in Gergen's,lgg4,,work), but I felt that this would be

too limited on its own. Consequently I again tumed to an eclectic form of discourse analysis,

because this enabled me to tease out the stuggles for girls as they positioned themselves in

different discourses. I reasoned that this would be more useful than thematic work in terms of

targeting areas for social change. Details on discourse analysis can be found on pages 102-

103, chapter 3. It is important to acknowledge that the analysis undertaken represents a

particular reading of the material and that this reading is not perceived as the only

interpretation that could be made. As with the group interview study, the interpretation of

data was set within a feminist framework. kr brief, this means that my interpretation of data

was inlluenced by the view that power in our society resides in the hands of white middle-

class men and that women, in contrast, are disempowered'

The process for analysis of the girls' stories began with multiple readings of the fianscripts.

Only their stories of violence were included in the analysis. Given that the stories were

stnrctured with a beginning, middle and end, the material was initially grouped according to

this stnrctgre, thereby addressing three research questions: how do girls 'fall into' abusive

relationships, how do they consfuct their abusive relationships and how do they end them? I

then teased out from this regrouped material a range of themes. This process resulted in many

more themes than could be viably analysed in detail for the purpose of the thesis and it was

necessary to select a few themes on which to focus. Accordingly, hanscripts related to these
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themes *ere subiected to more detailed reading and analysis. The focus of this analysis was

identification of cultural na:ratives and, in particular, the ways in which girls positioned

themselves within these na:ratives.

Analysis

Analysis of the material is presented within the traditional structure of the romantic narrative.

Accordingly, it is divided into three chapters. The first chapter deals with the beginning of

girls' relationships, termed the encounter in classical romantic trajectory. The encounter is

followed by fransformation, when initial idealism and passion wear off to reveal the loved

one is not what she or he first seerned to be. The second chapter focuses on the

transformation in girls' relationships, from happy romance to violence. This chapter also

deals with 'negotiation', denoting the working out of problems or obstacles, in this case girls'

negotiation of violence in their relationships. The classical romantic narrative concludes with

the 'resolution', usually the happy conclusion. The third chapter of the analysis examines

'resolutions' or endings, the ways in which girls resisted violence and exticated thernselves

from destnrctive relationships.

(Chapter 1':Encounters: Meeting the prince

The classical love story begins with athaction. It may be the 'look' exchanged across the

crowded room or across the aisle of a commuter fiain that results in the protagonists instantly

falling in love, or it may be a physical attraction that ignites a chemistry between the hero and

heroine (Averill, 1985). Whether the genre is fairy-tale, romance novel or teenage magazine,

the male object of romance is invariably good looking, a veritable handsome prince

(McRobbie, l99l). The stories of the girls in this study commonly began with physical

attraction, sometimes with the boys' 'nice' personality tacked on as an additional factor in the

attraction. Even when girls had prior knowledge of a boy misfieating girlfriends, the physical

attraction outweighed such forewarnings. In addition to attraction, vulnerability was also a

theme in stories of how girls' relationships began with boyfriends who mistreated therr.

Problems with family and friends that isolated the girls from support were the main source of
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vulnerability. Boyfriends readily filled the gap, providing someone they hoped would care for

them and someone to share their problems with'

The stories of three girls are presented in this section to illustrate the way in which physical

attraction on the one hand and vulnerable life circumstances on the other led girls into

relationships in which they were maltreated. Although the story of each gtrl is distinct, there

are similar threads that weave through the three stories. The analysis begins with the

individual stories, then brings together the common threads and examines the cultural

discourses upon which the girls' stories draw'

In the first of the three stories, Kristen talks about her relationship with Paul, who was her

fourth boyfriend. When the relationship began, she was 15 and he was 19 years old' Kristen

described paul as a real .,arsehole" and a "pig" because he "just wanted everything his own

way',. It was a relationship in which she described being derogated. Somewhat ironically the

relationship started as a consequence of mistaken identity. Paul was not who she thought he

was, her attraction initially being for anotherboy who worked with Paul at Kristen's local gas

station. Kristen only discovered her "huge mistake" after the relationship broke up and she

saw the original boy to whom she was attracted when she passed by the gas station' Kristen

reflects on the start of the relationship in the following extract-

ExtraA I
Sue How did you get into that relationship in the fust place?

Kristen I kind of got caught really um ... I actually mistook him for somebody else like I- I you

know, I went to fr" g* s-ation one day and there was this really cute guy working there and I
owed him money because um we get ice from the gas station sometimes and we were like

really (naistincD and I grabbed uir a couple of bags and said "oh', I didn't,I didn't go with

e'ough money, i.I'll brilg it down for you later". Anyway he wasn't thge llter but there was

this other gw, Air was Pa:ul the guy ttrat I was, I started seeing, and um I gaid 
*oh sorry I

didn't bring th" *orr.y back for you earlier" and he goes "oh that's ftne" Qaughs), but tt yas

(indistinct) the same guy anyway so you lnow sort of I felt atkacted to him and I liked him

when I o* hi- yor f,t6* *a f got 6ack into my car and stuffand you know he asked me

out. I said ..yep"-and then it wasn-'t until we stop'ped going out whan I-walked past the gas

station onr a"y with a friend of mine and I said';oh my god I just made a huge mistake"

(laughs) and slhe goes "what?" and I was like "oh nothing, don't worry I just-". Yeaho so that

was kind of it wai a mistake really, I mean I kind of was attacted to him- I was -I guess I
was attacted to the idea that he liked me'
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Kristen,s use of the word "caught" in opening her account of how the relationship began is

interesting because it conveys the idea that she was a victim in love's trap' The image of

passivity in the notion of being ..caught" runs through the story as she tells it here. As in

romantic fiction, where love is always just around the corner and girls may wait for, but not

actively pursue it (McRobbie, 1991), the gas station presented Kristen with an opportunity for

romance. Despite finding Paul atfiactive Kristen did not ask him to go out, but waited for

him to ask her out, reflecting the passivity of romantic discourse in which males initiate and

females wait (McRobbie, l99l). The ready tansference of Kristen's atfraction from the first

boy to paul suggests that Kristen was waiting and ready for love, much like the girl who had

a heart drawn on her hand, ready to fill with the nilme of a boyfriend (Simon et a1', 1992\'

When Kristen says, "I guess I was attracted to the idea that he liked me", she reveals the way

in which girls' identities are inextricably linked with the ability to attract a boy (Hey, 1997;

walkerdine, 1gg0). By framing the attraction in this way she is also able to save romance'

because it is not physical attraction that is the problem (the cornerstone of romance) but the

need to feel liked. Ft[ther, this construction of needing to be liked allows her to regain some

control within the story (her learning, her insight), as well as holding the possibility of

avoiding abusive relationships in the future'

In addition to attraction, the theme of vulnerable life circumstances also threaded through a

number of the girls' stories. problems with family and friends commonly featured in this

theme. To illustrate this theme, extracts from the stories of two girls are presented' The first

of these extracts is taken from Aasha's story about her first boyfriend, Phillip' Aasha met

Phillip when she joined the Army Cadets at age 12. He was 18 years old when she says she

..fell in love with him." It was a relationship in which Aasha was sexually exploited and

violated. Her telling of the whole story was hesitant and tentative and she was reluctant to

consb:uct it as abuse (e.g. "he probably did force it on me, I don't lnow'). while Aasha

constnrcts the relationship as romantic she has, by definition, been a victim of child sexual

abuse. Given that what I was hearing was one of the worst stories of sexual violation I had

encountered among the girls interviewed up to that time, I felt compelled to ask Aasha later

in her story whether she thought that phillip had abused her. She agreed then that it was abuse

but maintained her tentativeness, qualiffing most of what she subsequently said viith *I

suppose,, or ..probably." This tentativeness weaves through the following extract from her
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story, taken from a very early stage of the interview before she had disclosed the full extent

of the abuse she had experienced.

Ertract 2

Sue Aasha- looking back now with hindsight, which is a wonderful thing (laughs) (Aasha laughs),
um what do you think of him having a girlfriend who was that much younger?

Aasha I don't- I don't know cause I- I can't- I think maybe he was aking- I, I actually thought he
was taking advantage of me but I don't know cause I can't exactly remember because how I,
how it would have looked then because I was (Sue: mmm)in the middle of it (Sue: mmm).
Yeah I was um I was going through a lot of emotional problems at the time so it was good
that he was there cause um I had a best friend that died of cancer and um like I missed out on
the funeral and shrff so I was I was like really upset and I was a mess about that and then my
grandfather died so (Sue: mmm) and they were the two like they, those three people were the
closest people to me and I was scared I was going to lose him as well because I couldn't, I
wasn't going to sleep with him (Sue: mmm) cause I didn't think it was right. So yeah- so it
was- I don't know -it was good to have him there but it was also really bad I suppose but, but
I learnt a lot from it and like (pause) every otherrelationship from that I just I always knew
that, yeah (pause) nunm yeah he- he I suppose he did take advantage of me in a way but I was
literally taking advantage of him as well.

Aasha finds reason for the sexual abuse she experienced in the "emotional proble,ms"

confronting her at the time. Having lost two people close to her, she did not want to "lose"

Phillip, which she feared would happen if she refused to "sleep with him." Aasha's fear is

commonly found ztmong girls, as evident in Thompson's research (1984). In situating the

problem with the loss of those close to her Aasha can avoid positioning herself as a helpless

victim in her story (i.e., externalises the problem). Overlaylng the story of her vulnerability,

is Aasha's struggle between the construction of Phillip as an abuser and the constnrction of

him as the romantic hero, as in being there to care for her, to listen to her problerns. The

struggle shows in her comment, "I don't know, it was good to have him there, but it was also

really bad I suppose, but I learnt a lot from it". As suggested by her use of a string of

qualifiers in this comment, Aasha counteracts the "bad" constrrction of the relationship with

the "good". Aasha also redeems the "bad" with her comment that she "learnt a lot from it", a

comment which echoes of control rather than vulnerability or victimisation. Aasha constnrcts

her need to talk to Phillip about her grief as "literally taking advantage", rathetr than what she

might rightfully expect from a relationship. It is unlikely that if Aasha had unloaded her grief

with a gflfriend that she would have constructed it as "taking advantage".
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Several girls became involved with abusive boyfriends at a time when they were estanged

from their friends. Their social isolation created a vacuum that was very readily filled by the

first boy who took an interest in them. Once in these relationships girls faced a double

jeopardy because their lack of friends left them without the support they needed to deal with

the relationship when it became abusive. Rachel was one of the girls who found herself in the

situation of turning to a boyfriend at a time of loneliness, arising from friardship problems'

This happened in the relationship with her boyfriend Joey, which Rachel described as her

first "serious" relationship. It began when she was 14 and Joey was 16 and lasted for two

years. She met Joey through her part time job and "instantly really was madly in love with

him,,. However, it was a relationship in which Joey became possessive, controlling,

emotionally abusive and in which Rachel increasingly felt sexually used. In the following

extract, Rachel was asked to reflect back on what led her into the relationship. This was after

she had talked about the abusive experiences within the relationship'

Extract 3

Sue ln terms of like atfiaction like when you think back to that relationship what were you kind

of ah looking for (Rachel: um) at the beginning?

Rachel At the beginning probably someone just to always be there and you lnow to go out with

and care 
"'Uout 

io., and that sort of titiog ."*r at the time I was having lots of problems

with friends and ttrat just sort of happened at the right time because I considered him to be

the only person I andi yeah (Sue: yeah) (indistinct ) a lot (laughs) yeah.

Sue so at that particular time you, yeah, you needed somebody (Rachel: yeah) to-

Rachel yeah I needed someone and it just went from there because he was there (Sue: yeah) yeah

... mmm thatwas a-

Sue Do you think um would that be like in the futtre (Rachel: mm mm) would ttrat be a basis

for another relationship do you think or-

Rachel Um ... well I don't ty to look for different things I mean its just something that happens

and I mean everyone's got standards and everyone's got things ttrel hle in a parfrrer-and

um but I think that every-one's different and um ... juslneeding somebody is not enough its

just you I t6ink its reaily important to have a completely balanced life without out that

an) fi/ay and I think that'i what I've got now since then and um that's just sort of the icing

on the cake really to have someone like that'

In the absence of friends for support, Joey fulfilled the requirements of both the romantic

hero who nurtures the heroine (someone to "care about you") and the prince who is the

solution to the problem (Walkerdine, 1990). The unavailability of friends meant that Rachel

had no buffers to protect her from either venttuing into an abusive relationship or provision
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of support to enable her to leave. It was, therefore, a vulnerable situation for her and althouglt

she comments the relationship 'Just sort of happened at the right time", it was more like the

wrong time because she was drawn into a relationship in which she was mdteated' The

riskiness of the.time" is also suggested in her comment that "it just went from there because

he was there", indicating that she was not particular and that anybody would do as long as he

might 'ocare" about her. The question to ponder about this is why Rachel looked to a

boyfriend as a solution to her needs instead of seeking out new girl friends'

Although Rachel abandons the romantic narrative in her comment that 'Just needing

somebody is not enough" she slips back into it when she says she does not "try to look for

different things, I mean it's just something that happens." Here she is caught between the

passive constnrction! of femininity in romantic discourse, in which grrls must wait for

romance to happen, and the feminist discourse of being her own person and not needing to

centre her life around a boyfriend.

In summary, girls' stories of their encounters with abusive boyfriends drew on the classical

romantic narative in three main ways. First, the girls frequently positioned themselves within

the passivity of romantic discourse and emphasised femininitY, ss in waiting for romance to

happen, waiting to be asked out. Second, like the prince, boyfriends offered a solution to the

problems girls were experiencing in their lives and presented the possibility of the nurtt[ance

that they lacked in other relationships. Third, avoidance of constnrcting themselves as victims

and their boyfriends as abusers allowed the girls to maintain a construction of the

relationships as romantic. However, girls not only positioned themselves within the passive

discowses of romance and emphasised femininity; their stories revealed the stnrggle and

contradiction as they alternately positioned themselves within the passivity of romantic

discourse and the age,ncy of feminist discourse.

66Chapter IIr': Transformation and negotiation: Princes to toads

In a reversal of the classical fairy tale, the 'princes' to whom the guls were initially atfracted

changed into 'toads' as their relationships unfolded. For the girls in the study, the violence

began at different stages of their relationships. For some it occured after a few months, for
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others it started much later, as long as a year. There were two cental themes in the girls'

stories of the transformation. First, despite their maltreaftnent girls found reasons to explain it

(including self-blame), minimise it, or defend

boyfriends as abusers. In a sense this enabled

it, in ways that avoided constructing their

them to retain the romance, to maintain a

boyfriend as prince rather than toad. The second and related theme was the way in which

girls were 'blinded' by love. Most girls did not perceive the violence as such until they were

out of the relationship. The discourse of romance executed a stronger pull than the reality of

being maltreated. This discourse was also bound up with constnrctions of 'emphasised

femininity', with identity issues, and with inexperience, all of which imposed restaints on

girls' ability to acknowledge the violence. These two overlapping themes, minimisation and

non-recognition, are explored in the remainder of the chapter, through a selection of extacts

from several of the girls' stories.

Minimising the violence: Maintaining the prince

In the first of these extracts, Jessi talks about the relationship with Tim, her fint boyfriend.

She was aged 14 at the time and Tim was aged 15. Jessi was with Tim for "a year and eight

months or something". Jessi's sexual relationship with Tim began some six months into ttre

relationship. Tim was physically violent toward Jessi during the relationship and threatened

suicide when she tried to end their relationship.

Extraa 4

Sue Right, yeah, so how did the relationship change over time? Like you know I suppose in a
way it has a beginning and a middle and then there's the end and you've kind of gone over
that quite quickly. What I want to do now is go back and just, you know, look at the time
you had with him in a bit more detail. So how did it sort of change from the begiruring to
the end?

Jessi I don't know um well it was hard seeing him cause he lived, like he lived like out in (place)
and I lived in (place), but um like (laughs) I saw him ttre other day. We just sort of went to
our friends and then um I went over to his house with my mate one time cause she actually
started going out with his friend and then, so that brought us real close and we used to go
out all the time and then those two broke up but we were still together and um so yeah
really things happened and, mmm, then we just got more serious about each other, yep.
That was more the beginning of it (Sue: mmm) um and then we got serious and then um I
got scared cause I thought I might be pregnant or something and um so I said hold on I
don't want it any more and he so he so he rmderstood because we were both so young and
stuff and that was fine and um that was when we were going out for a year and I still felt
too yotmg-' I don't want to do it any more'- so that's fine and we gave up that but then we
slowly started drifting apart (Sue: mmm) but there was never anybody else like with me or
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him we were just always together (Sue: mmm) and seemed to be perfect (laughs) but there
were a couple of fights and shrff ... a lot of fights (laughs).

Sue What sorts of things did you find yourselves fighting about?

Jessi Um we started off on small things and then he, he would get aggro and he was like his
father like he'd never punch me but he'd push me and like I'd fall down or something and
then I'd walk out and go home Qaughs) bus home or something and then he would ring up
and apologise and it just was over the small things (Sue: mmm) the little things like I'd
want to try a smoke or something and he'd get really upset and say'!ou can't do thaf' and
we'd have a fight saying 'I just wanna try' and all that and then um the biggest fight we
(laughs) when I found out that he had some he'd smoked dak and I was (indistinct) he
pushed me out the door (laughs). Yep, and that would have been near the end of the
relationship and that's when he started going on drugs and he just turned really violent so I
left.

Jessi's sexual relationship with Tim assumes a central focus in her story. It marks that the

relationship "got serious" and Jessi uses it to show the 'good' side of Tim. She relates how he

was understanding about her not wanting to have sex and about her fear of pregnancy. It is

not clear from Jessi's story whether the "drifting apart" related in some way to giving up the

sexual relationship, but Jessi does string these two comments together in her reconstnrction of

the story, perhaps signalling that there might be a connection. Jessi constucts the relationship

in ideal terms, it "seemed to be perfect", but her "seemed" warns that it was not perfect at all

as she goes on to show in her story.

Jessi uses laughter to bridge the contradiction between the "perfect" relationship and the one

in which fights occurred. Billig et al. (1988) note how humour may reveal tensions in

contradictions. Jessi suggests reciprocity in the fights through her use of '\ile" ('\ve started

off on small things",'fue'd have a fight"), implicating herself as an equal partrer. However,

Jessi's story presents no evidence to support that, so it would appear that she assumes

responsibility for the violence because she provoked it (wanting a smoke, not wanting Tim to

take drugs). In so doing she positions herself as a victim who blames herself for

victimisation.

Jessi underplays Tim's violence as well. When she says'he'd never punch me" it is as if this

vindicates him in some way, but this stands in contradiction to her then telling about how he

would push her hard enough to "fall down or something." The notion that perhaps Jessi does

not consider this to be viole,nce is suggested in her closing comment that "he started going on

drugs and he just turned really violent, so I left." There is no indication here, or elsewhere in
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Jessi,s story as to what the "really violent" meant. Jessi attributes the real viole'lrce to dnrgs

and while his violence may well have increased with drug use, this explanation avoids

positioning Tim as an abuser (the drugs were the problem, not Tim).

Like Jessi, Teresa also glossed over her boyfriend's violence. Teresa was aged 15 when she

first met Tom and he was 22 yeus old. Teresa described Tom's possessive, confiolling

behaviour dr:ring their six month period relationship. Tom had been open about his physical

violence toward a previous girlfriend. Tom had hit Teresa" but she discounted this as violence

because she had provoked him and had also retaliated. Sexually, the relationship had been a

significant one for Teresa and she described how Tom had made her feel "sexy'' and like a

..real woman, for the first time in her life. In the following exfiact from her story, Teresa

relates the change in the relationship from "brilliant" to "nastiness"'

Ertract 5

sue so you yeah so you loved him the first three months you were together but-

Teresa tr loved him the second three months too (Sue: mmm) but each time !!r1t-I-would 
come and

go by the end of by the end of the first month would be brilliant. We'd have wonderful

times. It was all love and affection and we'd talk about getting ma:ried and everything and

I was like, Vo., tto*, he would, anyway I would be like sort excuse me I'm 16 I'm not

gonna go io, that but um yeah then um ... it would sort of have a use by date' After the

first month things would Jtart getting a little bit scratchy, there'd b. 9" odd bad moment

and the last month would atwiys UJ ngnts and yells and screams and (Sue: mmm) and

nastiness but it would have stili have irt of, you krow, nicer moments and usnally the

nicer moments were after we'd just been you know having sex or something and we'd just

be lying there and talking and but I only liked him when he was (indistinct) because he was

vulnerable then um but Yeah .

sue Teresa what do you think you've learned from these experiences, yeah?

Teresa I've learned oh um ... I don't think he achrally tried to take advantage of me, he didn't

know he was, he was trying to, he was trying to get me under his thumb in a way, he was

very insecure and so (goes on to talk about current boyfriand's insecurity).

At first, Teresa owns the story, using "I" and'\ile" to relate the'tonderfiil" and'brilliant"

time she and Tom had together, but when she moves on to the increasingly aggressive aspects

of the relationship she adopts the perspective of an observer (e.g., "it would sort of have a

use by date,,, ..things would start getting a little bit scratchy''). This enables her to distance

herself from the violence and also avoids constructing Tom as an abuser. Hence, in her

reconstruction nobody owns the violence. Counterbalancing the "nastiness", Teresa talks

about the ..nicer moments" after she and Tom had sex. There is.some suggestion that this
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time offered Teresa the opportunity to be in conhol, as she talks of Tom's wlnerability at this

time. It is as if sex was a way of taming the beast. Teresa's avoidance of positioning Tom as

an abuser in her story is highlighted in the closing section. She discounts the possibility of

him taking advantage of her and softens the notion that he was "tying to get me wrder his

thumb" by adding "in a way" and mentioning his insecurity. In this way Teresa also avoids

adopting a victim identity.

In the next extract, Rachel's story, which began in 'Chapter One: 'Encountels', continues as

she describes the progression from the relationship seeming to be "peachy''to making her

feel sexually used. Joey's promiscuity was ultimately the reason that she terminated the

relationship. Rachel's relationship with Joey was marked by his possessiveness, which

isolated her from her friends, but at this point in the interview Rachel had not talked about

this aspect of their relationship.

Extraa 6

Sue So if we take it right back to the start of the relationship (Rachel: mmm) how did you get
togethet?

Rachel We were cause when I got my first part time job um we were working together and I
instantly really was madly in love with him and he was two years older than me um I was
14 he was 16 which is quite a big jump and um it just sort of went from there really
(laughs) we started seeing each other and yeatr.

Sue Mmm and um ... what- how, how did he teat you in that relationship?

Rachel Very well like until the end (laughs) um ... the first year, the first year and a bit was really,
really good. He was very respectfirl and respectful of the fact that I was yormger than him
and um very considerate and sort of always putting me first um most of the time and it
wasn't until I sort o4 was about, oh not 14, it was like 15 and a half that I sbrted realising
that it wasn't as peachy as it seemed to be (laughs).

Sue Can you just can you tell me more about that?

D'(alrr0, rlrrr,'wllt'1rwas'lr-was'1'uSt-ev--[h^tne'iltlrc^tonrgs'hrtr-ablrel.r'uprilrrcyrr:nre.arrrr,rr'Stafrd.,

sleeping with him when I was wasn't 16 and I mean that was completely because I wanted
to I had no regrets and um very he was very considerate about everything to do with that
but it was, it got to the stage where I felt he would pick me up on a Friday night we'd go to
his house sleep together and then he'd take me home again (Sue: mmm) and Saturday as
well and it, it just, I sort of started feeling a bit like I was berng used and during the week
he'd be out with his friends all the time and, and not even ring well he would ring but yeah
he'd say I'm going out tonight da da da. I mean I wasn't allowed out on a week night cause
of school and um and then I found out that that I mean he cheated on me with my cousin
and then um I forgave him for that and then later on, on Christmas Eve he um slept with
this other girl and then that girl admitted openly "Oh yeah I sleep around" and she later
became pregnant to his best friend and it was a real mixed up situation and um eventually
when I found out about it I was just like mm you know.
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Rachel's opening of the story in the extract reads very much like romantic fiction in which

love is instant and passionate ("madly in love"). The romantic constuction continues with

her comment "it just sort of went from there really", as romance is typically something that

just happens. The implication of this is that, once started, it cannot be stopped. Rachel

constructs two contradictory presentations of Joey in her story. In the first of these he is

considerate, respectful, putting her first. There are few, if any, clues as to what brings about

the change, but in reconstucting her story, Rachel links the realisation that all was not "as

peachy as it seemed to be" with her age, suggesting the possibility that her greater maturity

might have been a factor. In the second presentation of Joey, he is a 'user' and a 'cheat'. Joey

has the freedom to do whatever he wants, Rachel's world is one of constriction: he is active,

she passively waits. Again this resonates with the classical romantic trajectory.

Rachel shows some tentativeness in naming her experience as being 'tsed", as shown in her

use of qualifiers such as "sort of' and "a bit like". In contrast to the victim position that

"being used" sexually creates for her, Rachel reclaims control when she talks about their

early sexual relationship. She sfresses "that was completely because I wanted to, I had no

regrets". However, Rachel slips into passivity again when she talks about his promiscuity.

She expresses no anger about him having sex with her cousin but "forgave him for that", and

she seems unable to express how she felt the second time it happened ("it was just like mm,

you know"). However, the idea that Joey had slept with a girl who admitted "oh yeah, I sleep

around", was sufficiently abhorrent to Rachel that she subsequently terminated the

relationship.

Restraints to recognition of violence: uBlinded by love"

As they reflected on their relationships with boyfriends, o&y of the girls talked about how

they had been unaware of their malneatnent by boyfriends while still in the relationship.

Despite friends or mothers sometimes drawing attention to the violent or controlling

behaviow of a boyfriend, girls generally contested or glossed over their comrnents. In so

doing they were able to hold on to a romantic tajectory. The way in which the reality of
violence was eclipsed by the state ofbeing in love is traced in the stories of four girls.
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Lisq in the first extract, talks about her relationship with Wade. Wade was Lisa's first

..serious" boyfriend and she began going out with him when she was in the third fonn (age

14). They were of a similar age. For both Lisa and Wade the relationship was their first

sexual one. Their relationship spanned several years, but they broke up a number of times

during that time. Lisa indicated that she always considered Wade to be one of her best friends

and ..he was always there when I needed someone to talk to, if I was upset or anything he'd

be the one I'd go to". When Lisa was raped in a later relationship, Wade was the only person

she told. Although Lisa's story of the relationship with Wade seemed to idealise him, she also

talked of him treating her badly. The following excerpt from Lisa's story is taken from an

early stage of the interview. Up to this point Lisa had not given any indication that Wade had

treated her badly, but had been talking about her parents' dislike of Wade.

Extraa 7

Sue So that,s something that's changed. Why do you think they don't like him now?

Lisa Oh mum hates him yeah she just, she can ... I mean like there were times that he just . "
treated me just so UaOty but i was you could say I was blinded by love (laugls). I don't

know but urn yeah mum doesn't -she doesn't like him much at all, he's um, but my mum

doesn,t like rich kids that have everything and he was a rich kid who had evaything and

freated people like he had everything (Sue: mmm) so -she, he took her little girl away

(laughs) (Sue: mmm) to make her a big girl (laughs)'

Sue When you say there was a while when he treated you badly um in what way did he treat

you badlY?

Lisa Its something that can't be generalised like (pause) I just ttrink, I don't even blame him for

it any -or" i was just ,o ii lolr", like I lovi him till this day and I'm eighteen years- old

now and I just think I was just hnrting, just generally hur! and he was not doing anything

to make -i, I m"an on, yes on the occasion he would say go away oJgr then I would hear

something io* .o*"or,., 'h" do"rrr't want to see you', which would hurt and I'd be more

upr"t *jtl,en I'd turn round and I'd talk to him and he'd tell me another story so it was

3ust a big emotional sort of rollercoaster (Sue: mmm) but um I'd never say now tut h9

hurt me, iik" I *"- I think he doesn't, he, I mean he wouldn't understand it now but I

think I just ttrink really highly of him and I couldn't forget him, hgls just- yeah it seems

really weird I was sucl a UmL girl but I don't know it was such a big chunlq it was tlree

years, it was a big chunk of my life.

Lisa uses the classical clich6 in romantic fiction- "I was blinded by love"- to capture the way

in which her mother had insights to Wade's teatnent that Lisa herself could not see. Lisa is

very conflicted in this story of her relationship with Wade. Her comments that he treated her

.Just so badly'' are not elaborated and when asked directly what this means she evades detail

by saying, "it's something that can't be ge,neralised." When she does talk about him telling
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her to .ogo away" or'telling me another story" this does not accord with her relatively strong

comment that " he just treated me so badly." Indeed, as she works through the story she

becomes more resolute that he did not hurt her ("I'd never say now that he hurt me"),

contradicting earlier indications that he had emotionally hwt her. This contradiction suggests

several possibitities. One possibility is that he did not really treat her so badly. fuiother

possibility is that Wade did reat her badly but because she still loves him 'to this day'' and

thinls ..really highly of him" she remains blind to his malteatnent. It is also possible that,

glven her feelings for him, she does not wish to present him as an abuser, or herself as a

victim. Finally, the relationship was such "a big chunk" of her life that perhaps glossing over

the times she was badly fieated obviates the notion that it was three wasted yeaxs of her life.

Although in Lisa,s case it was her mother that fiied to signal a potentially destnrctive

relationship, for most girls it was more likely to be their friends. A retum to Rachel's story

about her relationship with Joey Cr. 168) highlights how girls sometimes do not see the

damage inflicted on them in a relationship but girlfriends do'

Extraa I
Sue yeah so at what point looking back at what point do you think the relationship started to

change?

Rachel Um ... it started to change probably after about ayear when I went away and I saw all my

friends that I hadn't seen fbr ages-and talking, cause we're all very close, and talking to

them about the whole siiration um ttreyiust *"d. *e see it like because whe'n you're head

over heels in love you just don't see what's happening. I mean I've got friends that are in

relationships like tirat which are hurting them and I just think you know (laugbs) I know

exactly *h"t yog mean (Sue: mmm) and.nn ... they made me see it and I'm thinking what

am I doing but then I pui up udth it for another year and, and then it deteriorated after about

6 months-and I was just glad to get away from him really and then they made me see it
even more and when I got back I was gorura end it anyway (S: mmm) but then I found out

he'd been sleeping around and blah blah blah blah so yeah'

Rachel draws on the romantic clich€ "head over heels in love" to explain why people do not

see what is really happening in a relationship. She reproduces this not as her personal view

but more as a slogan (tlrpified by her use of "you'). She also identifies it as a general

phenomenon, given that she also sees her friends being hurt in relationships without being

aware of what is happening. In a sense this enables Rachel to feel less isolated, less abnormal

in her situation, instead connecting her with the common experie,lrce of other girls. Rachel is

insistent that her friends "made me see it", which she repeats several times throughout the
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extact , but if she did see, this did not franslate into taking action. Rather, in the vein of a

long suffering martyr, Rachel "put up wittr it for another year." When she climbed out of the

passivity of victim mode and decided to finish it, she found herself re-victimised by her

boyfriend "sleeping around and blah, blah, blah, blah."

Identity as a restraint to recognising violence

In contrast to the stories of Lisa and Rachel, a removal of the romantic blinkers emerged in

several girls' stories once they extricated themselves from their relationships with violent

boyfriends. Gifls commonly used the analogy of waking up or having their eyes opened to

what had happened to them in the relationship. Kylie was one of these girls. Her relationship

with Aaron began with a'Vicked attraction" to him when she was in the fourttr form at high

school (age 15) and continued for two years. The relationship "got worse and worse and

worse" over that time and broke up several times. Aaron's cheating was the major problern in

their relationship and Kylie also felt he feated her as "someone who would always be there

for him no matter what he did". After the second break up, Kylie decided she would "take no

bullshit from him" and ultimately they "totally drifted apart".In the following extract Kylie

reflects on what she learned from the relationship.

Ertract 9

Sue Kylie what do you think you learned from that relafionship?

Kylie Um, kind of opened my eyes up a bit more you know like ... every time like I wouldn't
realise that I was getting so unhappy and so low and then once we broke up I'd just like
overnight I'd just tum into myself again like I'd get my own personality back and I'd just
be like beaming and everyone would notice it and suddenly I'd just make all these new
friends. It was kind of like I was gling off this aura that people wanted to meet me you
know (Sue: mmm) rather than before that when I was so mhappy and stung out all the
time (S: mmm)and I yeah I learnt to keep your own identity even when you're in a
relationship.

Sue What do you think was making you so stung out?

Kylie It was that he was, um, I was sort of making myself oh what was i! I was making him the
centre of my life and it was like, I mean I'd, I'd just and if he'd like treated me like a
queen then that would have been fine but he didn't and I didn't realise that and I just let
him like have me, sort of. I'd just be constantly waiting for him to ask me to do something
or I'd ask him to do something and he'd be like oh maybe and I'd just be hanging round,
not like, and if he went out with other people or something I'd just be like so paranoid that
he was going to do something. I don't know just yeah it wasn't happy at all.
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Kylie's story highlights the loss of identity that can occur in relationships when guls are

positioned as satellites orbiting their planetary boyfriends. Kylie draws a picture of passivity

and dependency in the relationship, os in "constantly waiting", 'hanging around" and

worrying that Aaron might be "going to do something". Kylie indicates that she "leamt to

keep your own identity" but in her depersonalisation ('!our identity') perhaps she is

signalling that she has not quite learnt to keep her own identity. Despite the marked contrast

between how she was outside of the relationship and how she was inside it, this did not deter

her from returning to the relationship "every time". Maybe she was "blinded by love" or

maybe her identity was so closely fused to being with Aaron that leaving the relationship

produced insecurity. Kylie suggests that "if he'd treated me like a queen then that would have

been fine", referring to making him the centre of her life. This suggests that losing identity is

only an issue in an abusive relationship, and affirms the suggestion that perhaps Kylie has not

quite learned to keep her own identity in a relationship.

For Kirsten, like Kylie, realisation about an abusive boyfriend came only once she was out of

the relationship. In this story, Kirsten talks about her boyfriend Mike. Kirsten was 13 when

the relationship began, Mike was aged "about 16", and the relationship lasted for about seven

months. Although Kirsten described the relationship as "horrible" she stayed in it "probably

because I didn't see him very often and also I guess that it was just you know the fact that I
guess I really liked having a boyfriand." Mike was possessive and "kind of dangerous" and

Kirsten feared that he would physically hurt her. She talks about this in the next extract.

Extraa 10

Sue What is it that makes that such um such a horrible relationship to be in?

Kirsten Um just because you know I was put in a positions where you know I didn't really know
what to do and because I was so young and I, he sort of took advantage of me. Well not,
not really, but you know but when (indistinct ) and it was like he was very like possessive
like I'd be somewhere and all of a sudden he'd go, '!ou're going out with me" (indistinct )
you know, get hold of him and I got the number and it was like ... I don't know, it just felt
wrong it felt wrong yeah like he was kind of dangerous in a way but that's how it goes now
(Sue: mm mm) ,like I had myself in like positions where you lnow I could have been hurt
physically.

Sue O.K. Are you able to talk about that?

Kirsten Yeah ... well I mean ... I just- like he was very sort of- like he'd had a hard life and stuff.
I felt really sorry for him too and um I remember you know you couldn't really say much
to him without him getting you know angry and I just rernember that one day I said
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something and he kind of got really angry with me and um sort of pfuured me down and
stuff it was just really scary and like I don't know what sort of made him like stop

Sue But he did stop?

Kirsten Yeah so but I mean it was scary (Sue: mmm). So I mean, I guess that maybe in a way that
you know he got over his ilgff, but I really don't know (Sue: mmm) he was very
screwed up ... so I was really (indistinct ) cause it was really kind of scary but I didn't, I
didn't realise until I was sort of out of it and looking back on it (Sue: mmm) and then I
thought that (indistinct).

In her story Kirsten avoids positioning herself as a victim in several ways. She finds one

explanation in her age ("I was so young") and although she then links this to Mike taking

advantage of her (a victim position), she retracts this with "not really''. Kirsten also finds

reason for enduring Mike's "anger" and possessiveness in feeling sorry for him because of

his 'hard life and stuff'. When she talks about the things he did, she uses words to soften the

story such as "kind of dangerous in a way''and "sort of pirmed me down and stuff'. Kirsten

frames Mike's violence iN anger and also as psychopathology ("very screwed up'), that also

avoids naming the violence. Such constuctions reflect some of the conrmon myths about

violence as in the notion that men who are violent are mentally disturbed and that violence

toward women is about men's anger. Hence, the power issues in men's violence toward

women are obsctrred.

Kirsten wavers between victim and non-victim stafus, however, when she suggests that "I
had myself in positions where you know I could have been hurt physicdly''. Here it is as if
she is taking some responsibility for Mike's violence. On the other hand, Kirsten earlier in

the extact proffers that she was put in those positions, which on the face of it seems passive,

but perhaps more accurately conveys that it was Mike who put her in those positions. Given

her fear, what stopped Kirsten from realising that she was in a destnrctive relationship? She

answers this in her comment that she liked the idea of having a boyfriend, which raises once

again the strong link between girls' identities and relationships with boyfriends (an abusive

boyfriend is better than no boyfriend).

In summary, although girls' stories revealed the transformation from romance to violence,

they were marked by a reluctance to expose the 'toad', in other words to identiff their

boyfriends as abusers. The violence presented them with a contradiction. If they construed a

boyfriend as violent then this positioned them as victims. If they perceived him as the 'toad'
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then this might mean abandoning romance altogether. If her boyfriend was violent, then what

did this imply about her, given that she chose to go out with someone so undesirable?

Resolution of the conftadiction could be found in alternative explanations: it wasn't really

violence, she provoked him, he was "screwed up", he didn't know what he was doing, or he

was on drugs. Non-recognition of the violence provided girls with another solution,

facilitated by the blinkers of romantic discourse ("love is blind"). Within this discotuse, it is

'natural' for heroines to suffer, to endure pain, in the name of love ("love hurts'). The

heroine's sense of self is intertwined with that of her loved one so that to lose him is to lose

her identity. Such discourse presents a barrier to acknowledgrng violence.

66Chapter III": Resistance - Breaking out

In the previous chapter girls related stories about staying in relationships with boyfriends who

were abusive toward them. Some girls stayed because they maintained a romantic

constnrction of the relationship, both dwing the relationship and after they broke up. Other

girls stayed, but recognised the abusive treatnent from boyfriends once they had left the

relationship.

This chapter takes up the stories of girls who realised that their relationships were destnrctive

and who ultimately broke free of them. While this departs from the happily ever after ending

of fairy tales, in breaking free the girls are writing a new kind of happy ending. However,

ending their violent relationships wils often complicated and difficult to achieve. Sometimes

this was related to a girl's reluctance to hurt a boyfiiend and at other times it was because of a

boyfriend's reaction to her attempts to sever the ties. In opposition to this, however, were the

stories of how girls resisted violent boyfriends and, related to this, their resolutions to stand

strong in their futtre relationships. This chapter on breaking out begins with the stories of

four girls that illustrate some of the barriers that made it difficult for girls to end their

relationships with abusive boyfriends after they had been acknowledged as violent. The

second part of the chapter takes up the stories of resistance to abusive boyfriends.
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Barriers

For some of the girls in the study, the difficulty in ending an abusive relationship hinged on

their reluctance to hurt a boyfriend's feelings. As an illusfration of this, Rachel's story about

her relationship with Joey is revisited. To recap on the relationship, Rachel was in a

relationship with Joey for two years. Over that time he became increasingly possessive,

confrolling and emotionally abusive. He also cheated on Rachel sexually on two occasions

that she knew of. In the following excerpt from her story, she has just revealed that she

returned from holiday to learn that Joey had slept with another (the second) girl.

ExtraA 11

Sue My next question is if it hadn't been for that what would have happened?

Rachel Well look in a way I think I was glad that he achrally did that because I really was looking
for an excuse to break it off- um- because how can you say to someone I don't love you
any more I mean how would how would you feel if someone said that to you, you know
(laughs) um and in a way I'm glad he did that because I just needed a really wide excuse to
break it off and saying to him, "Oh look you're just too much of a dnrggie and, and alkie
for me I just don't want it any more", um they say "Well I can, I can change I can change"
and- but that's just not it, you know.

In this part of her story Rachel exposes the dilemma for girls who want to end their

relationships. Rachel knows that the relationship is hurting her and that she needs to get out

of it but the pull of a culturally prescribed femininity that positions girls as kind, caring and

helpful ("how can you say to someone I don't love you anymore?'), is shonger than her own

needs. Rachel moves from owning her story ("I really was looking for an excuse') to

depersonalising it, challenging how anyone ("you") could say "I don't love you an5more."

This sfrategy has the effect of normalising what she is saying, linking it wittr what anyone

else might think or feel. Rachel then turns the situation around to what it feels like to have

the experience of someone saylng 'oI don't love you an5rmore." This is suggestive of victim

identification or empathy, and again, this is typically associated with the nurturant qualities of

'ernphasised femininiff'. The ability to empathise with the abuser is also identified as a

survival strategy in violent relationships (Graham & Rawlings, 1991). While being a

"druggie" or "alkie" are not perceived by Jessi as a practical excuse for ending a relationship

(" they say well I can change, I can change'), sleeping around, in particular with a girl who

sleeps around, seems to be a legitimate excuse. This is perhaps because it violates a norm of
teenage girls' relationships (Simon et al., 1992.).
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For some girls, barriers resided within dependency aspects of the relationship. EUa" Janice

and Kristen, for example, stayed because they each liked having aboyfriend. Cathy felt that it

was difficult to leave her boyfriend because the relationship had been a sexual one. Other

girls talked about the length of time in a relationship as an obstacle to leaving it. The longer

they spent in a relatiomhp, the greater the difficulty in extricating themselves from it. Kylie

was in such a relationship. Aaron was her first boyfriend and they were together for several

years, although they broke up twice in this period. In a previous extact from Kylie's story,

she talked about how she had made Aaron the cente of her life, and how destuctive the

relationship had been for her self-esteem. In the following extract, Kylie addresses the

reasons she stayed with Aaron for as long as she did.

Enraa 12

Kylie You know I can understand where I'm so totally irrational about things from them and that
so I kind of just pinned it on all the other things and thought I, I kind of felt like ... the
longer we were together the harder it was to break up because the more its like ... everyone
was like oh Kylie and Aaron not Kylie (Sue: mm mm) or Aaron you know it was like the
relationship that had lasted so long nobody else had been together for that long you know
(Sue:mmm) and it was oh it was really, really hard to get out of it in the end.

Sue Yeah, just because it had been going for so long.

Kylie was party to the bittemess and destuction of her parents' divorce and it is her parents

she is referring to when she says "I'm so totally irrational about things from them." Kylie

blames her irrationality (and indirectly her parents from whom the irrationality stemmed) for

blinding her to what was really happening in the relationship ("I kind ofjust pinned it on all

the other things'), and keeping her with Aaron. This links with the 'blinded by love' theme

that commonly threaded through the girls' stories, discussed in the previous section. Kylie

also finds an explanation for staying in the relationship in peer perceptions of their

relationship, as in "everyone was like oh Kylie and Aaron, not Kylie, or Aaron." Kylie

suggests that in the minds of their peer group, their identities were fused. There are hints in

Kylie's story that the unique status of the relationship amongst peers also contributed to its

perpetuation- "nobody else had been together that long you know." The strong influence of
peers in teenage girls' dating relationships has been noted by a number of authors (e.g., Hey,

1997).
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A third barrier to some girls' ability to break free of a violent relationship was fear.

Sometimes this related to knowledge of what a boyfriend was capable of doing and other

times it arose from direct threats, such as committing suicide. Ella wanted to end her

relationship with Michael, her first boyfriend, because of his possessiveness. As Ella

describes it, "at first the relationship started off quite good, we got along really well but he

started getting quite possessive and wouldn't let me see my friends and stuff." He also

followed her when she tried to go out with her friends. The relationship lasted for several

months. In the next exfract, taken from the beginning of the interuiew, Ella talks about being

afraid to leave him.

ExtraA 13

Sue So at what point did you decide that was enough, that you wanted to-?

Ella Um (laughs) no it took um it was about two months before (indistinct ) and it just took me
two months to find the courage to say ( indistinct).

Sue What do you think made it so hard to say that you didn't want to go out with him any
more?

Ella Well he was quite um ... I thought I was quite I suppose I was quite scared of him because
um ... he said to me one day that he wanted to break up and then he so I thought well O.K.
if he's telling me that he wants to break up then he wants to b'reak up so you know I, that's
fine with me but then he'd phone me up and say why haven't I, "why haven't you tried to
get back together with me (laughs)." "I thought you wanted to break up" and he goes 'tro I
just want you to get back together with me". He didn't really make much sense (Sue:
mmm) and so I thought that if I said to him that I didn't want to go out with him then he'd
think it, it, you know, that I wanted him to get back together with me so it's (Sue: mmm)
(indistinct)

Ella's story of the break-up is somewhat conflicted. Despite feeling afraid, she regains

control in finding the "courage" to say she wanted to finish with Michael. Ella stnrggles with

naming her fear of him, as shown in "I thought, I was quite, I suppose I was quite scared of
him." She does not directly relate her fear of Michael to his confrol over her, but the story she

tells to explain being "quite scared of him" conveys his manipulation of her. It seems that

whatever she said to him she would be in a 'no-win' situation. He is clearly positioned in her

story as the one with the power. In her telling of the story, he does not say he wants to get

back together with her but that he wants her to get back with him. In contrast to the girl who

had the courage to end the relationship, Ella's position in this part of the story is one of the

victim, paralysed by Michael's confusing messages about the relationship.
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For some girls, decisions to end violent relationships led to further abusive experiences, such

as constant phone calls, spreading of malicious rumours, and threats of suicide. Jessi, whose

story of a physically violent, controlling relationship with Tim appeared previously, was one

of the girls confronted with a suicide threat when she tried to end the relationship. Jessi

opened the interview with a condensed version of the relationship in which she concluded "it

took me two months to break up with him (laughs) because every time I said something about

it he would say he would commit suicide or something so I was really scared (laughs)." Later

in the interview, she returned to the story in more detail, part of which appeaxs in the

following extract.

Extract 14

Sue Yeah so he couldn't um he couldn't understand or accept you saying that you wanted to
finish you know break up?

Jessi No it was really bad it was really scary but it did like 2 months so ... (indistinct ) just like
over the phone he would go "oh I don't want to" so I'd say "well I'll stay with you the first
time", I said something like "I'll stay you until you can accept it", which was dumb
(laughs) cause he just used it against me, but I really thought he would cause he was the
sort of guy that had already ried it when he was younger (Sue: right) so I was like-

Sue So yeah ... you lsrew that that there was the poturtial for that (Jessi: yeah) to happan that
he wasn't just saying that and not (indistinct ) you wouldn't, right?

Jessi Yeah but in the end like when we'd finally just broken up I said ']ou're not going to
commit suicide I know you're not you're just being stupid you're just trying to keep me
(indistinct ). Think about it do you really want to keep me rmder like these circumstances?"
and he goes 'ho" but he still got like hysterical. Then on the way out I said "don't you
dare" but it was really sad cause he would just go like really hysterical and then he just
started laughing, he goes um "its ovsr."

In her story Jessi recounts how'teally scary" it was for her when her boyfriend would tell her

he did not want to live. Her fear is reflected in the decision to stay with him the first time it

happened, a decision which she laughingly recalls as "dumb cause he used it against me". Il
explanation of her decision to stay, Jessi describes her boyfriend as the "sort of guy that had

already tried it when he was younger." At some point, however, things changed for Jessi,

releasing her from the hold that the suicide threats had exerted on her. In a shedding of the

position as victim in her story, contolled by Tim, Jessi claims back power and instnrcts her

boyfriend in the stupidity of trying to keep her 'bnder like these circumstances" and her

parting words "don't you dare" are similarly delivered from a position of power. The ending

to Jessi's story lays bare the emotionally exploitative game that her boyfriend was playing
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with her. In the realisation that she was no longer going to be hooked into the relationship

through his threats of suicide, he'Just started laughing", followed with the acknowledgeme'lrt

ttitts over.t'

To summarise, girls must confront and overcome various obstacles before they can

successfully leave a relationship with an abusive boyfriend. Sometimes the obstacle comes in

the form of ideology such as emphasised femininity or romance. This was illusfiated in

Rachel,s unwillingness to hurt her boyfriend's feelings and Kylie's fused identity with her

boyfriend. At other times the obstacles are planted by the behaviour of boyfrie'lrds' as in the

fear they instill in girlfriends or threats to kill themselves. Such was the case for Ella and

Jessi.

Resistance : Getting out

Despite ba:riers placed through ideology or abusive tactics of boyfriends, all of the girls did

ultimately overcome the barriers to bring an ending to their stories of violence. Several

interweaving sfrands in the girls' stories of getting out were evident. First, some grls

recognised the potential for problems very early and nipped abusive relationships in the bud'

Second, girls mobilised their strength to sever the relationship.

Celine wi1S one of the girls who recognised the warning signals of a possessive boyfriend and

moved quickly to end the relationship. Celine had been in several relationships, the first of

which had been with a boyfriend who had freated her in an emotionally abusive way although

this had not been severe. In the next extract, Celine tells the story of her third and brief

relationship with Sam, simultaneously "too nice", "overprotectivs" and possessive. The

excerpt is from the middle part of the interview where Celine had just concluded talking

about her second relationship, a brief holiday romance'

Exfiact 15

Celine Just, I don't lnow, the next would be this year and it would be at the oh at the beginning of

the year I went out with someone that I didn't really know like he was in my friend's class

and so I went out with him and he was too nice (laughs). I didn't like him because oh we

went out one night, it was like the fnst night we ever went out together and um he was like
..oh yeah, righ;right, righf'you know like "let's be friends so lets, lets" (laughs) and um.I

was like ;y.""tt i"i f-r; *d tt * he started going "are you all righq' like this, "sweetie
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Sue

Celine

are you all right?" , like this, and I didn't like it (Sue mm mm) and they go "he was being
nice and thaf'. I go '!eah but it's too nice"- I can't stand being teated like- really its like
overprotective and I go, its like, oh cause he said to one of my other friends who was a guy
he goes "oh if you um touch her or anything I'll beat you up" and I was like oh you know
tlnt's, he's being like possessive already and we'd only been going out like a week and I
thought, you know, he's a friend, as if he'd do anything and yeah so I kind of got over that
one quick cause I don't like the possessive-they kind of don't tnrst you (Sue: mmm) yeah
(Sue: mmm yeah) they don't tust you.

Yeah, was there anything in particular that made him kind of come on with that protective
stuff so early on, was there-?

I don't know I don't think he's had many relationships. I think he has, I think he has but
like where he thought "oh you know I'll teat, you know, you treat me really nice and I'll
be (laughs) no. Oh well I felt sad about that one, I really, I just didn't want to dump him
cause I felt mean (Sue: mmm) cause he was so nice and then I wrote him a letter saying,
you lnow, "you're really, really nice" and this "but I'm not ready (laughs)".

Celine's story about ending her short-term relationship with Karl is threaded with

confradiction. Celine is at once an aware, assertive young woman of the nineties and at the

same time, the traditionally feminine girl who puts the feelings of others before her own. In

her 'nice, kind' feminine identity she initially, laughingly, depicts Karl as being "too nice."

However the assertive, aware Celine resists her friends' suggestion that he was 'being nice"

and constntcts Karl's behaviour as "overprotective." Celine supports this constnrction of his

actions in her description of how Karl threatened one of her male friends, telling him, '!ou,

um touch her or anything, I'll beat you up". Celine identifies this as trfun 'fusing like

possessive already." Celine's dual description of overprotection and possessiveness

highlights the fudging of protection, jealousy and possessiveness, a major theme in the goup

interviews with students (see chapter 3, pp. 115-118). Boys in the groups commonly

constnrcted violence toward other males in terms of protecting gtrls. Celine slse links

possessiveness with lack of tust, which underlies jealousy.

Although Celine appears to be very much in control in telling about her relationship with

Kaxl she nonetheless talks about "getting over that one quick", which signals there was

something to get over even thouglr this did not take long. It suggests that perhaps terminating

the relationship was not entirely straightforward, that it may not have been emotionally easy

for her. This suggestion is supported by her later account of how she did end the relationship,

when she says "I felt sad about that one, I really, I just didn't want to dump him cause I felt

mean." Here Celine seems to be caught again in the emphasised femininity discourse, that

constucts women as nurturant, soft, caring and wanting to please others (Connell, 1987). She
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reverts to her consfiuction of Karl as being "really, really nice" in contadiction to her earlier

depiction of him as overprotective and possessive. Then" rather than allowing him to think his

possessiveness had any influence on her wanting to end the relationship, Celine takes

responsibility, telling him "I'm not ready''. Her'white lie', protects his feelings and masks

hers. Celine's story demonstates the no-win situation for girls, for even if they do detect the

warning signals of a violent relationship early and get out, they feel guilty.

Like Celine, Lita also objected to the behaviour of a boyfriend and tenninated the

relationship with him as a result. In her second relationship, Lita's boyfriend had attempted to

rape her and her family subsequently moved her from the town in which the boy lived.

Subsequent to that relationship Lita had various casual relationships with boyfriends. The

extract from her story tells about one of these short-term relationships that she had recently

been involved in. Lita had been talking about the sexual pressuring of boyfriends but she had

not at this point of the interview told the story of the attempted rape.

Extract 16

Sue When you say um that's all they wanted to do that's all they just wanted to that's all so
they just wanted to kiss do you mean more than that do you mean that they were more than
that? (Lita yeah they would) sex?

Yeah they would ask for it. Like one guy I was with last year he asked for it. He asked me
if I wanted to have sex with him and I said no I'm still a virgin and I'll have sex when I'm
ma:ried and he stood against that. He said that um I'm "too much of a goody goody" and
he was trying to peer pressure me into doing it but then I said to him that if that's what he
feels about me then he should go find somebody else that wants it cause I don't wanna do it
and then he said to me that that I don't love him and then I said I'd love you if you loved
me back for who I am and not for what you wanna do with me and then he said to me that
I'm, you know, "too much of a fair, wise person" and I said "oh well if that's the way you
feel about me then its better just to break the relationship off cause I don't want any
pressure and if you know I don't want you to get into that stuffwith me cause I'm not into
that stuff yet I'm still one of those little girly ( indisctinct) mrnm."

And ... so you, you said that to him and how did he react to that?

He didn't really say anything but then he said to me that what do I really want and I said "I
want us to finish because we're no! we're not going, we're not going any, getting
anywhere with this relationship all we're doing is just arguing all the same things", cause
he asks all the time and it's like that's all he wants (Sue mm) and so we just finished and he
didn't say anything after that.

Lita

Lita's identity in this story is one of a sfong, assertive young woman. However, Lita reveals

more than her resistance to sexual pressuring in this story, uncovering much about the male

Sue

Lita
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sexuality discourse. Within this discourse sexual conquests are a mearu of proving

masculinity. The male mission is to achieve by whatever means possible the goal of sexual

intercourse while the female sets the boundaries of how far he can go. Lita's resolve to not

have sex until she is married (an expectation within her culture) is treated with derision- she

is a "goody goody." When she persists in her stance he draws on a romantic discotrse, the

female equivalent of the male sexuality discourse (Jackson, 1993b ), suggesting that if Lita

has sex with him, this will prove that she loves him. However Lita is immune to such ploys

and tells him that if he only wants her for sex and not for who she is then the relationship

should finish, which is what happens.

The theme of resistance woven through Lita's story also underlines Surangi's story of how

she ended one of her early relationships with a controlling, pressuring boyfriend. Surangi

entered the relationship with the warnings of other girls ringing in her ears about her

boyfriend's malfieatnent of girlfriends. Surangi, however, was drawn to his good looks and

wanted to have a relationship with him regardless of what she had heard. In the next extact,

Surangi has been asked, after talking about the problems in the relationship, what she had

leamed.

Esraa 17

Sue Suangi what, what do you think you learned from that relationship?

Surangil know that I won't allow another person to um act sort of contolled over me not that he
did have control over me but he just ried to be over protective so and um yeah I learned to
be stronger in that way (Sue: yeah) I'll stand up for myself and say what's -what I don't
like (Sue: runm ) um and ah not to go for looks (laughs) (Sue laughs))not just looks yeah
(Sue yeah) um not to be so materialistic as well, yeah.

Sue How did you actually break up?

SurangiUm ... I was really mad with him so Qaughs) I was really cross so all these things came out
of my mouth, I, I know I shouldn't have but it was the tnrth I just told him he's got such an
ego and his attitude I just can't handle his attitude and short ternper. I just blabbed on for
about (laughs) (Sue laugtrs) five minutes without him saying a word, this was, and just told
him what he was and how he was and that I didn't like it and I didn'q the way, like the way
he teats me and all he did was kept quiet and say "yes" in the end and that's it. He didn't
say a word and that aggravated me achrally (Sue: mmm) he didn't say a word (Sue: yeah
yeah)and he just took it so lightly and that made me wonder achrally does he really like me
you lnow cause, and my cousin and he went with other girls and stuff and not long after
we broke up well the next day he was with his ex -girlfriend (Sue: right) just because with
her he could get what he wants but with me he couldn't so yeah.
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The contadictions that permeated Celine's story also rtur tbrough Surangi's story of her

break up with Michael. She begins by saying she has leamt not to "allow another person to

sort of conhol over me" but quickly refutes 'hot that he did have contol over me" and

reconstructs her boyfriend's contolling behaviour as overprotection. As in many of the girls'

stories, Surangi's evasion of constructing Michael as contolling avoids constnrcting her as a

victim. Surangi uses a retraction again when she talks about learning "not to go for looks",

which she laughingly modifies to "not just looks." If she maintained the blanket stand of not

going for looks she might risk cutting herself off from futrne possibilities of romance, so her

modification still allows for being physically attracted again. Indeed, in her stories of

subsequent relationships, looks continued to be an important part of Surangi's attraction to

boyfriends. As in Celine's story, two identities are presented in her story. One is the assertive

Surangi who knows how she should be treated by a boyfriend and lets him know that she

does not like how he is treating her. The other is the insecure, self-doubting grd whose

identity is fused with being liked by a boyfriend. Michael's lack of response to Surangi is

interpreted as him not liking her (she was not worth a response). Surangi finds an alternative

explanation in Michael's sex drive, as in her comment pertaining to him being with his ex-

girlfriend the next day, "just because with her he could get what he wants, but with me he

couldn't". This places the problem with Michael, rather than with Surangi, and maintains the

version ofher as a strong, assertive person (she resisted his sexual pressuring).

In summary, getting out of an abusive relationship is loaded with conflict for girls. Their

strength in identiffing the relationship as problematic and moving to end it is offset by

feelings of guilt (Celine) or self doubt (Surangi). This reflects the conflict between the

discourse of feminism and the discourse of traditional femininity, a conllict that positions

girls in a no win situation. If they are strong, they feel guilty, if they are passive they are

wlnerable to ongoing violence. Lita's story echoed less of the conflict and perhaps the

traditions of her Tongan culture with its clear messages about sexuality influenced this.

Summary and Conclusions

These girls' stories of their relationships with boyfrie,nds bore little resemblance to the

fairytale romance. Fairytale beginnings promised hope of the "perfecf' or 'leachy''
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relationship but progressed into plots of emotional, sexual or physical violence. Despite such

a significant departure from the fairytale, the romantic narative commonly threaded through

the girls' stories in several ways. One such thread was the way in which many girls wanted

boyfriends to care for them. This mirrors the heroines of the romantic novel who seek identity

in the nurturance and care of the hero (Radway, l99l). It has been argued that the atfraction

of romance is the notion of having someone to care, amother substitute (Wetherell, 1995).

The need to be cared for presented a particular vulnerability for the girls who were

experiencing problems in their lives. Like the 'prince' who rescues the unfortunate maide,n in

the fairytale, boyfriends initially offered girls a solution to their problems. Ultimately, this

solution became the even bigger problem of violence.

Another aspect of romantic narative in the girls' stories was how girls would sometimes be

caught within its passivity. For example, none of the girls initiated their relationships,

reflecting the heroines of Jackie who wait for romance to find them (McRobbie, l99l). In

addition, girls often subsumed their own needs and feelings to those of boyfriends. This

passive positioning is consistent with the way in which submission and dominance are

written in to the romantic script (Jackson, 1993a). It also enhances girls' vulnerability to

violence, in particular their ability to leave a relationship that becomes violent. Finally, girls

drew on romantic discourse in their explanations of why they remained with abusive

boyfriends. Their experiences were filtered through the lens of love, blinding them to what

was happening, preventing them from ending the relationship, or reframing the violence.

Girls also preserved the romantic status of boyfriends through placing responsibility for their

violence on circumstances such as biology, drug abuse or psychopathology.

In addition to drawing on romantic discourse, girls also commonly positioned themselves

within the discourse of ernphasised femininity (Connell, 1937). One expression of this

discourse was the way in which girls were often positioned as satellites orbiting their

boyfriends, meeting his needs, sacrificing their own. Their worlds constricted within the

relationship as he claimed their time or they devoted their time to him, while the worlds of
boyfriends appeared less changed. An understanding of why girls stayed with abusive

boyfriends can be found in their needing a boyfriend as an assurance of being 'okay', of
being liked, of being atfractive, which many girls talked about. Girls' insecurities are fuelled
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by competition with other girls for boyfriends (Walkerdine, 1990), and their worries about

whether they are pretfy enough or slim enough @ordo, 1989). Girls' tolerance for abusive

boyfriends can also be understood in terms of girls' positioning as 'good, kind, selfless and

helpful' within emphasised femininity (Walkerdine). A number of girls could not

contemplate hurting their boyfriends' feelings (e.g., Rachel's comment, "how can you say, I

don't love you to someone?') despite their own hurt in the relationship.

Although grls frequently positioned themselves within the passive discourses of romance

and emphasised femininity, they did not settle comfortably into these positions. Rather the

girls struggled with competing discourses, their uncertainty reflected in their "I don't know",

"I suppose" and "I guess" starts to sentences and their use of qualifiers such as 'but." In
particular, they stnrggled between taditional constnrctions of femininity within the

emphasised femininity discourse and the egalitarian constnrctions of femininity within

feminist discourse. One indication of the struggle in girls' stories was their resistance to

positioning themselves as victims. By atfibuting their susceptibility to falling into an abusive

relationship to not having friends or to problems in their lives girls regained contol in the

reconsfiuction of their stories. Avoidance of victim status also incorporated not labelling

boyfriends as abusers and/or not labelling the experie,nce as violence. The resistance to

victimhood sat in conhadiction to positioning themselves as satellites to boyfriends, a

contradiction often seen within various parts of an individual girl's story as well as across

stories.

A second indication of the contradictory positioning of girls related to girls taking control in

their abusive relationships. For some girls, their brush with violence strengthened their

resolve to, in Lita's words, "stand stong" in their futr:re relationships with boyfriends. When

girls talked about what they had leamed from their relationships, they were able to regain a

sense of control. The 'morals' of their stories carried messages of strength. The termination

of relationships was another opportunity for girls to position themselves within a feminist

discourse. They took conhol, confronted their fears, found their conrage and exercised

choice. Finally, girls also found control by positioning themselves within an adolescent

discourse, much in the same way as girls in Leahy's (1994) study. As grls in this study

reflected on their abusive relationships, many of them referred to how young they were or
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how they lacked experience. The implication from this, was that, now they were older they

were also a good deal wiser and would be able to exfricate themselves more readily from an

abusive relationship.

The issue of what can be done educationally to promote girls' early recognition of violence

and ability to leave relationships that turn violent is an important one. While viole,nce

prevention efforts clearly need to address males, the focus here is on girls. A nunrber of

avenues seem potentially productive for working with girls. The issue of alternatives to

hegemonic constructions of femininity and masculinity was raised in the group interview

study regarding directions for education (see page 144). In this intenriew study, girls'

positioning within an 'emphasised femininity' discourse produced a barrier to ending a

violent relationship. Hence, suggestions made in the context of the goup interview study

(Chapter Three) regarding the production of alternatives and pockets of resistance are of

reiterated value here. It would seem particularly helpful for girls to have the opportunity to

talk about the confradictions between being a "modem nineties girl", to quote the expression

of one of the girls in the group interview study, and being a fiaditionally feminine gul. It

would seem helpful to unpack the romantic discourse with girls as well, exposing the tension

between positions for women within it and a feminist discourse that emphasises choice and

control. Given the significant role that popular culture has in promulgating the discouses of
romance and 'emphasised femininity', the critical examination of songs, literature and film

would seem to have an important place in discussions with girls. The approach being

suggested here is rather like the feminist consciousness-raising groups during the 1970's.

Girls need the opportunity to share their experiences in heterosexual relationships in a safe

environment while at the same time having the opportunity to learn about the social and

cultural context of those experiences.

It is important to be reminded that change is possible and that it is happening. Nikki's words

are a fitting close to this chapter, reminding us that girls are learning to stand up for they

want, to know what they deserve, and to expect nothing less than an egalitarian relationship.

Sue What was the break up like?

Nikid Very quiclg you know, like he was saying let's be friends but I've like never spoken to
him since (Sue: mmm). He's a creep really ... sleaze (laughs).
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Sue (laughs) So did you have any regrets aftenrards?

NilJci Only that I'd gone out with him (laughs) (Sue laughs) Wow!, I don't know ... not really

Sue Nikld, what do you think you've learnt from that relationship?

Nikki Um ... to stand up for what I want and to- I sort of like, you know, deserve to be respected
so I don't really regret anything but um ... yeah just that I'm allowed to have my say in a
relationship and stuffand its meant to be equal (Sue: mmm) and not just the guy that has to
do everything

Sue What- what do you think was the tuming point in when that became really clear to you?

Nikki (laughs)Well with him my other friends were sort of going, *Well they're not worth it
they're not worth if forget about them".
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Looking Back, Looking Forward

Conclusions are normally about endings, but this chapter is less about endings than the

potential for new beginnings, in particular beginnings that will assist teenagers to resist

violence in their romantic relationships. Before examining the form these new beginnings

might take, I wish to first reflect on the process of the research presented in this thesis.

To some extent, the research was an exploratory foray into relatively uncharted territory. This

was new work in New Zealand, but reports of research on similar work with teenagers

elsewhere in the world were also very limited. One of the manifestations of this newness was

the grounding of the research in the culture of teenage-hood, as an alternative to making

assumptions based on overseas studies or studies with older participants. Both the group and

individual studies were anchored firmly in the views and experiences of the teenage

participants, giving the teen participants voice. The strength of grounding the research in

teenagers' talk enhanced the questionnaire study's 'face validity' for participants, who knew

that the questions had come directly from discussion with their peers (rather than a white

middle class researcher well beyond her teen years). This validity was probably strengthened

further by the framing of questions in the language commonly used by the teenagers in the

goup interviews.

I was conscious throughout the interview studies of the different worlds that the students and

I inhabited, which is why I adopted the stance of an outsider looking in, limited in my

knowledge of the teenage world. I was perpetually aware of the two-way relationship

inherent in the research, that what the students talked about with me reflected the unique,lress

of that relationship, that they might respond quite differently to another researcher and

another context. In turn, I was not a neufral sounding board receiving their talk, I actively

responded to what they said and influenced some of that talk thro'rgh the nature of those

responses. Nor could I be untouched by the students' talk as they revealed knowledge of
experience of violence in heterosexual relationships. In the analysis of the material the

traditional constructions of masculinity and femininity brought despair that alternatives had
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not yet taken hold and anger at the vulnerability that these constructions brought for girls in

their relationships with boyfriends. In the individual interviews girls' stories of being raped,

physically assaulted and emotionally derogated were painful to hear. The words of feminist

researcher Kersti Yllo (1988) are particularly apt here: 'My talk with battered women made

clear to me that I am a part of what I am studying. Being aware of this makes a difference in

how I understand the problem (p. 34)".

In addition to reflecting on the research process I think it is also important to reflect on the

methods used. Each of the three studies uncovered different aspects of teenage dating

violence. This I think reveals the sfrength of using different research methods, despite the

tensions between 'modernist' and 'post-modernist' schools. Combining methods is in fact

consistent with post-modernism in that it recognises that there is not just one valid form of

scientific knowledge. Like a patchwork quilt (a borrowed analogy from a slightly differe,nt

context), different research pieces stitch together into a cohesive whole. Each piece may

stand on its own but takes on a different perspective when interlocked with other pieces that

are in some way related. It remains to now look at the contributions of each 'piece' of my

research and its implications for the new beginnings referred to at the opening of this

discussion.

The questionnaire study signalled cause for concern about teenage dating violence. Most

students reported they had experienced some form of emotional violence, sexual coercion or

physical violence in a heterosexual dating relationships. Boys' reports of violence were not

vastly different to girls', but whereas boys substantially were not bothered by it, girls reported

a range of significant emotional consequences. Differences also emerged in some areas

regarding perceived reasons for violence, help seeking behaviour and relational

consequences. Such gender differences underlined the importance of asking about much more

than whether or not an act of violence occurred. Although findings needs to be tested among

other groups of students, perhaps in a national prevalence study, they suggest that, at least in

the schools suweyed, there is a problem and, accordingly, that there is a need for both

prevention and intervention.
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Some indications of what form such intervention and prevention should take were appare,nt in

outcomes of the questionnaire study. Regarding intervention, the high level of reporting

violence to friends and the concomitant low level of reporting to school counsellors points to

a path of developing peer counselling systems in addition to basic helping skills education for

all students. This needs to be combined with brochures about helping services available

within the students' community and clear information about what constitutes violence.

Importance of the latter is underlined by the common reports of feeling 'confused' or

'unsure' across all types of violence. This may well reflect students' lack of clarity about

whether a partner's behaviour was okay or not, grven that violence and love are fused.

Indeed, education defining violence and sexual coercion should be a high priority prevention

target generally, not only in relation to a peer-cowrselling. model. The 'no, go, tell' model of

child sexual abuse prevention has relevance for dating violence prevention. Students need to

learn about how to resist sexual pressuring and violence, how to get out of the relationship

and about breaking the secrecy of violence (rates were relatively low for talking about

physical violence and sexual coercion). Snategies for dealing with sexual coercion in

situations where alcohol features strongly need to be highlighted, given findings that sexual

coercion commonly occurred in conjunction with alcohol use.

The significant correlation between dating and family violence makes a strong case for some

targeted work with teenagers who have grown up witressing violence although how this

might be done is problematic. Teenagers generally do not like to be singled out for attention,

so that providing goup programmes for those exposed to violence in a school setting might

be doomed to failure, quite simply because the students would not attend the group. It could

be argued that prevention progftrrnmes aimed at all students would meet the needs of those

exposed to violence. The provision of programmes for children and adolescents whose

mothers seek protection orders from violent parfrrers or attend women's living without

violence progftllnmes under the Domestic Violence Act (1995) is perhaps the most

appropriate avenue for such targeted prevention work.

The group intenriew study formed the second 'piece' of the research and, in contast to the

questionnaire study, it was able to reach into the cultrnal and social contexts of teenage dating
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violence. The overarching theme drawn from the group study was about how social

constnrctions of femininity and masculinity mapped onto dating relationships. These

constuctions create vulnerabilities for girls in their relationships with boys in two key ways.

Firstly, through the culturally dominant discotrses of masculinif, on which boys drew, that

prescribe masculinity as heterosexual and macho. Hence boyfriends may see sex as their

biological right and as a way to prove their masculinity (i.e. not homosexual) which sets the

scene for sexual coercion. Consistent with macho constnrctions, they may see it as their place

to 'wear the pants', to control their girlfriends, which may lead to the use of emotional or

physical violence. The second way in which gender constructions create rnrlnerability is

through the dominant discourses of femininity on which girls drew in their talk. Much of

girls' insecurity about self was grounded in the discourse of the body. Boyfrie,lrds offered a

resolution to the problem of feeling that they were not pretty enough, not slim enough

because if a boyfriend wanted them, they must be 'okay'. This integral relationship between

identity and having a boyfriend creates a situation of immense vulnerability for girls, who

might choose to endure violence rather than be without a boyfriend. The nurturant discourse

of femininity on which girls also drew in their talk similarly engenders rnrlnerability because

it fosters passivity and putting a boyfriend's needs before self.

The implications of the goup interview study for prevention work point stongly to the need

for the promotion of alternatives to taditional constnrctions of masculinity and femininity. A

starting point could be the direct use of the research material (texts and the analyses) for

discussion with students. Such discussion may facilitate an understanding of how cultural

discourses permeate everyday life and their role in maintaining prevailing power stnrcfirres.

Acceptance of this approach in high schools would vary, depending on where the school was

placed on the continuum of traditionalism. Critical discussion about gender might find wider

acceptance within the curriculum of health studies or introductory sociology/psychology

classes offered in the sixth form (16-17 year olds). However, this gives patchy exposue and

may exclude those who would benefit from such discussion. Nor do these approaches get to

the heart of the problem, that is the social strucfiues in which the discourses are errbedded.

While schools that tum the existing patriarchal order on its head, in the mann€r suggested by

Connell (1995), would do much to promote acceptance of altemative masculinities and
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femininities it is difficult to visualise in the curent political climate that is heavily entrenched

in the notion that any individual can achieve within in the system if there is a will to do so.

The third and final 'piece' of the research returned to the experiences of dating violence

explored in the questionnaire study, but set them within the context of girls' stories of their

romantic relationships. This individual study was, therefore, able to draw out the discourse of

romance and to examine how it mapped on to the girls' experiences of violence. Girls' stories

followed the strrcture of the classical romantic narative that involves firstly the romantic

encounter, then the transformation and negotiation as romantic idealism fades leading

ultimately to the, generally, happy ending. However, for girls in the study the fairy-tale

romance was in many ways reversed. Princes revealed themselves as maltreating toads and

endings were not of the 'happy-ever-after' variety but of sometimes tortuous extaction from

relationships marked by violorce.

The threads of romantic narrative that wove through the girls' stories frequently presented

barriers to the recognition of violence and to girls' ability to leave a relationship in which

they were being malfreated. It could also be argued, however, that girls avoided constructing

parfrrers as abusive and relationships as violent in order not to position themselves in the

passivity of victimhood. On the other hand the romantic script is so often about tarning the

beast, enduring suffering or overcoming obstacles that girls are set up to read romance into

the violence. Girls' difficulties in recognising the violence and leaving a maltreating

boyfriend also reflected their positioning within the discourse of 'emphasised femininity'.

Girls' insecurities about themselves made them vulnerable to staying with a boyfriend who

abused them because to abandon him would renew the insecurity about whether they were

attractive enough or whether they were liked. Their concerns with hurting a boyfriend's

feelings and with meeting his needs ran counter to terminating a destnrctive relationship.

However, the discourses of romance and taditional ferrininity existed in tension with the

feminist discourse of egalitarianism, strength and choice. The struggle between these

contradictory discourses was greater for some girls than for others.

A major implication of the interview study in terms of intervention and prevention is the need

to untangle the fusion of love and violence. In part this requires dismantling the romantic
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narrative that derives its tension and interest from notions such as heroines transfonning

brutal heroes through love, gentleness and caring, or notions of heroines whose endured

suffering is ultimately rewarded. Children are acculturated into the romantic narrative from a

very early age through the stories they are told, the films that they see and the music that they

listen to. Such pervasiveness presents an enormous challenge to prevention education, but

this should not paralyse us from venturing down the prevention path. The high school context

is an ideal one for facilitating critical analysis of the media, in this case the messages it

conveys about romance and the respective positions of women and men within it. As with

the group study, it may be helpful for the interview material to be directly used as a basis for

discussion that not only creates awareness but also draws out the tensions between the

discourse of romance, the discourse of 'emphasised fernininity' and the discouse of

feminism. Girls who are, or think they might be in relationships with abusive boyfriends,

need an opportunity to meet in a group with a skilled facilitator who can help the,rn to

disentangle the romance from the violence.

As with many a patchwork quilt, implementing progrimlmes to prevent dating violence may

take considerable time. Success will largely be determined by whether educators choose to

listen to the messages. Perhaps by starting with the schools that were interested e,nough to

agree to my research, more schools will become involved. It matters not that the beginning

may be small, what is important is that we make a begiruring at all.
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Appendix A: Questionnaire

Ihis questionnaitc is about your expricrcrs in difiennt hnds of rdetionships. It is ri.inly.bout
hetcrcsexual bqfriend/Eittfrhnd rclationships but it also asls about peu and fanity nlationships. Therc rn
questions for cvcryonc, not just thosc rho haw hen in bqfiicnd/girtfricnd datiorhips. The

guestionnaire has been devcloped dictly from a seriet of discusion groups about thctc nbtionship with

sixdr hnncrs .t lour school and $ne othcr Audland sccondrry schools. Ihe infumation ps gir€ witl be

uscd to mrk out what kinds of selices and education prognnncs rbort drtionshipr rotld bc hctpfut for
teen g?rs lite youtsctf,

lhe inbmdion pu givr in this rluctionnrin is cornplctdy uolynour, rhidr ncerts that thc my you

answer the guestions will onty crrr be lnorn by you and mbody cbc. Yot do mt put your name arytrhcn
on the quctionnriu lbc quetions tlut rsk about your badqromd ra uscd to dcscrih th studcnb who

take parL lhis infuination wilt not h uscd to find out your idcndty. Cornphting thc questionnaire is
rount ry.

I hope you enjoy this cxperhnce and thank you very much frr tahq part

Suc Hlndlrson

I

Compil,cd by Suc Hendtrson
Deprrtncrt of P3ychotory

The UniveBity of Auckhnd
Print B.g 92019

This rcscrrch is supportcd by e Hcetth
Rcscrrch Council Schobrrhip
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2.

Have you ever had a boyfriend

vesl-l ml-l r ilo ptmsr so to Q.lo

At what age did you first have a boyfriend?

l-lvoo

3. In this question pteue show who woutd usurlly

take nsponsibitity in your nlationships fur each of *r
the futlowing: 3 *.'

^" 
*S-$..$

a) paying when we go out ffT]
b) deciding whee we go, what we ao ETTE
c) deciding who we spend time tttl fT-[Tl
d) using contaception rT-rT-r
e) uking the other out tor fitst time F-f-[T]
f) mating first noves rhen 

".nt 
ren EI]III

Thae qtrctions an about nne $ the uays suggrud
by othen in your og group obout hw boyfriends and

girlftiuds nnetina hurt each others Jeelings.

In ary of your elationships wi$ a bqfiend show

how often each of the following things have happened

to you by putting a circte around 0 fur nevcr, 1 for
occrsioarlly, 2 br sonctincr ad 3 ftr oftcl.

:-\ a
-os -t€

..$ ..f ""t" s*s

being ignond as if didn't exist

0123

being put down to do with sex, look or my body

0123

being threatened that I woutd be hurt if I didn't do

what ny boyfiiend wanted

0123

made to feet snall in front of friends

0123

bothend by constant phone olls
01

having tabs hfi on where I am, who I m with

0123

upxted to do what lre wanB to do atl the tine
0123

lost fthnds beouse boyfiiend didnt tih them

0123

cxpected to spend all my tine wi$ hin
0123

being smally hanssed

01?3

being made to ftet jeatous by him f,irting

0723

being cheated on

0123

having opinions shnmed down

0123

being compared negativety widt otter gifu
01?3

When any of the things in Oucetion 4 has happned,

how has it rnade you feet? (eg. enbonosed, ongy,

u*less, unsun, guilg, onJuxd, not bothend, oby)

6. For the time you wer€ oost igrtti* thc box to show

what you think the aail rcason was for your

bqfiiend leating you in any of thc rap in Qucstior
{?

1,

me brcahng us up

him being jealous

type of person he was

thought he rvas htter than me

to get bacl at ne

to get me to do rhat he wantrd

him being drunk

to conbol me

other (pleo* qplqin)
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7. lvhen any of thc things in Qucstlon t has happened,

who have you told or tried 6 rAl (ag. friend,
soneone in fonily (vho), coun*llor, finily fiend,
nobody, didnt need to tok to onyone)

h4. #
+J|v

8.

If you didat tcll lrybody go to 0. 9

If you did trll sooconc go to O 8

If you did tell sorrcons what happened? (eg did it
help, ditl you mft it out with you boyJrientl or dunp

hin, did o vhole lot of others get inwlved)

The fullowing questiom on bosed on whst the

disassion groups vfth nudenB said obout whot

sonatinr hoppens b girb oml boys in lrl;uol
relotionships,

Cirde the numben to show how often you have had

sex when you didn't rcatly want to for any of the

fottowing reason Citcle 0 for narr, I fur
occ.sionr[y, 2 for somctincs or 3 br oftcn.

'-" -t
-o' --G

..$ ..tt- -.J b*E

you rere drunk and didn't know what you rcte doing

0123

you thought you woutd tole yout boyfriend if you

didn't

you werc hetd down and forced to

01

If you didn't tetl anyone,what happened to your

relationship? (eg. tolkd ond mftcd it out, got wottE

got better dunped boyfriend)

you were threatened dtat runoun woutd be spnad

about you if you didn't

0123

you rere ridiol,ed or tcased about not having sex

0123

you were threatened witi being hanned

012

10. How many gifu do you know of in your age grcup who

have been in retationships wherc they have been

enrotionally hurt by boys?

none[ orn or two[ mote than onc ortwol-l

How many boys do you know of in your age group who

have been in relationships wfiere they have been

enotionally hurt I girb?

none! one ortwo! mon than one or two !
(lF pu hrvc ncwr hed r boyftirnd go to O20)

you oid no but it didn't rnake any difftrcnce
0123

you thought alt your friends wen doing it
0123

you ren hasled untit you did

0123

you thought your boyftiend wanted you to
012

to show you really lornd your boyftiend

.072

othcr (plea* sptifu)
012

hs
#

#
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13. In the following cramptes of different sexral 16. If you had sex or sexual activities when you didn't

activities, circte the numbers to show how often any want to, who did you tatk rith? (eg. nobody, Itiend,

of them have happened to yot when you didnt rcally soneone in lonily (vho), owsellor fanily fiiend,

vont thcn to. llcvrr. 0, 0ccasionatty-l, didnt need to tok to anyone)

Sonctincs.2 rnd 0ften = 3.

;sa
roo -aG

."$ ..J """t bf
kissing

0r?3
kissing with tongue in mouth

0123

hugging

0123

being fett up

0123

5€X

0123

other (please sptifu)
0123

If you told nobody 9o to Q. t8
lf you told 3o..body go to 0. l7

t7. What happened after you told sornebody? (eg./elt
better or rorsl sorted it ouL nothing chonged)

18. What happened to your relationship with the person

aftermrds?If you rnsrcrcd IIEVER to rll of Oucstion 12

and t3 go to QUESnoil 20

14. If you circled anything in 0.12 or 0.13 pleue say

what hnd of relationship you had with the pe6on

(eg. nneone net at o potty ot concett, long tern

ffiend, soneone you btew but not in o rclotionship,

ner bffiend)

15.
If there have been tines that you had sex or sexual 

^! __.4_- ..-.. L_/ -^-
activities (as in 0 12 or 0 13) when you didnt reatty t9' At ary time you had sex or sexual activity $at you

want to, how rlid this make you feet afterwards? (ag. didn't realty wanL where has tiis mosl oftcn

ongry, con1used, guilty, unsun, not bothend, scond, happened?

uxd, dirty, okoy) 
pany

hanging out with friends

parhd up in a car

movies

fiiend's house

boyfiiends house

om house

schooI

other (please say whcn)
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2t,

How many girts in your age group do you know of who

have had sex with a boyfthnd wtrn they didn't really

want to?

Hone[ Onc or Tro! Mon than one or tm[

How many boys do you know of in your age grcup who

have had sex with a girtfriend when they didn't nally
want to?

none! one ortwo! ilorethan one or two!

Do you know of ary gids in your age group who harae

been forced to have sex by a boyfriend?

vesn nol-l

0o you know of any bq6 in your age group who harrc

been furced to have sex by a girtfriend?

vesn ml-l
lf you hrvc I{EUER hrd r boyfiicnd go to O32

fhe student disasion gmups tolW ohoat dilfercnt
thinE thot ouU hoppen rhm boyfriemk and

girlfriends hod o fight. The fullowing quations are

obo/,f, the physial kinds of thingt thot con mnetins
happen in o fghL

The foltowing is a tist of the hnds of physical actions

that on luppen. Tick tle sgun if it happened to
you in a funfiEhL Tick the circle if it happened to you

in a serious way. Ticl both the squrc and circle ff ifs
happened to you in both rays.

How often have you been pltysiolly hutt by put
bqfiiend?

never fl som*inesI ocosiona[y I oft.n!
lf pu rn-rrcnd llEYEl go to Q. 32

Ihe time you werc hurt tie tl0SI how serioos was

this?

hurt at the tine but didnt tast

ninor cuts, gnzes, rcdnes of shn, bruises

needed to see a doctor fur tnatment

needed to go to hospital for tcrtnent

27. At ary time you rvrrc pl$caUy hurt by yow

boyfriend what feetings did you have? (Eg. xord,
ongry, helplx, unsun. slucbd, not bottrld, oW)

The time or times you wen hurt nost, what do you

think the nda rcason for your boy'friend hurting you

ras?

23,

h

.n9ry

just did it'cos coutd get away rith it
jealous

bying to impress other

ranted om way

drunl

went€d to show who ras boss

getting back at me

sushedorshowd EfO EO tlo EO other (please uplain)-
had wdsts hetd
so coutdn't nove llu
pinched

kicked

punctred EO
hetd in stnngtehoU nO
held down EIO

At arry tine you have been ptrysicatly hurt by a

bqfiend who have you usully told (eg. friend,
mneone in lonily (rho), ounxllor, foni$ fiend,
noMy)

otter (pleo* specify)

ff you didn't tl[ .ntonc go to Q. 31

lf you told sooconc ao to G 30

s. ECs"{-r-:,

EO EO EO
EO EfO EO
tro Eo Eo
DO EO EO
EO tlo Eo
tfo Eo Eo

tlo
t]O

#h
h
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30. What happened afteryou tlrad? (e.g.befret, flotsc,

softed things out with boyfriend, bnh it off)

dl
The fullowing quations on .obott things thot nigtrt {N
hove happenerl b yoo in ywr foally. 0n the lirp
pnvided, shov uho the pemn rw doing the things b
you ond cirde the nunhrs to shon hov often they

happencd: ncrurr:0, ocosiomlly-l, somctincs.2,
oftcn.3

sot 
^'b

..$ .."*" .rt S"
34. phlpiotly hurt (beatm, kicked,hiL shorrd, punched,

31. What happened after you were huA? (ag. mfted it out

fith ffiend, brob it 0fi, bpton lnppening)

choked)

0y nother

6y father

!y sista/hother

D1r anotier adult

35. emotionally hurt (put down, made to feel hd .bout

32. How many girls do you knor of in your age grcup who

havc been in a rclatiomhip whcrc they have becn

phpcally hurt by a bqfriend?

mnc! One orTwo! Hore than onc ortrn!

How many bop do you know of in your age group who

harc been in a rclationship where they have been

physicatly hurt by a gidfriend?

none! One or Two! llore than one ortro!

nyset0

Dy notlrr 0

Dyfather 0

0y sister/brother 0

by another adult 0

r23
r23
t23

723

36. thrcatened (self or other: being hurt phpicalty.

having pcts hurt, scnt aray)

ilq!

#.F

Dy mother 0

Dy hther 0

0y sister/brother 0

6y another adult 0

123

7 .2 3

723

723c.lr

*s 3f. unrvanted scrual activities

Dy nother 0 I

Dyfatlc 0 I

by sister/brcther 0 1

0y another adult 0 1

23

23

23

23
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:-- .l

..$ $t't 
"tS38. mothr physiolly huting father

012

father physicatty hufing mother

0123

39. notlnr verbally afusing hther
012

fatier veftelly abusing notler
012

40. bother or sister being hurt fo mother

0r23

brcther or sister bcing hurt by hthr
0123

bother or sister being hurt by other adutt

0123

The n& thre quatiors ore abut rhotlrlu niglrt
hove *st or hcstd in your funily. As obove, we the
nunberto shov tw ofiu you heord or w the pmn
ddng the behwioun Estcd

rcjected c cNdded fion class natcs

012

tauntd or npeatedty teased

012

had runoun spread about me

012

bcatcn up (one on one)

012

haten up (gat4)

In the n&, sxtion, ttc q&ions on about things

thot pu night twva dolnc b o bqftiud.
tf pu trn rrru hd r lcyftled go to O {6

12. How dcn have you php cetly hurt a bqfiiend in rny
of the following siturtior? Use dre nunbers to shor
if it ras nenr (0), ocosionelly (1), sorctircs (2)

or ofrrn (3).

:-\ rh

.s' s.to .tS S
accidcntally (eg. ptay fight)

01?3

selfdcfcncr

anger

to get bad rt hin

lp dpated on ne

ltc f,irted

bcen drinking

012

other (pban say rhot situation)

01

s8

3

-".. -c
..s' .g ""8 !$

bullied

0123

fhe tollouing quttions an obout things thot night
hove b*n hD. b W by othen in yow oge goup.
Thb ould be rcently wfun ony tine you an
runnhcr a o rtiA. lhe the nunbers to shw hov

olun thae things hopend:nfilat 4,
ocosioarlly.l, roncducr-2 rnd oftrm3

thmtened
0123

put down or crlled nrnes about nce

0123

put down or olled mnes about body, tooks

0123

made firn of, laughed at
012

had sexual commen8 made about ne

01?
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43. How ofun have you ernotionally hurt a bofiend in

any of the fotlowing situations?

breahng up

he cheated on me

01

anger

01

he flifted

01

been ddnking

01

othet (please soy thot situation)

01

&, Have you cver had sex or done serual things with your

boyfriend wfien you ktow h didn't want to?

Yes

l{o

l{ot sure

."$ sf "..f
012

If you srid yes to Qucstion {3, what was the nain
rcason you went ahead and had su anyvny?

.hdmeon t l
thousht lre did really want it E=
both drunk !-J
he was drunk | |

twasdrunk E
needed to have sex | |

otier (please exploin) 

-

The folloring is a lin of ideas obouf. boyfricnd/

girfriend relotiowhips thot hove one fton raeorch

vith puple in your oy goug in Conada. M a drde
omuad the nunhrs b rtw rMiu you stongly
agnr (1), rgn (2), disrgnc (3) or strongty

disrgnc (4) with eoch ideo.

St o s'r.

"-"3 s J .iT
jeatousy is proof of love

1231

viotence cannot ocor with teenage coupks beceuse

tlny do not live togethr
7231

nspecting your bqfriend means never gctting angy

rith him

1231

a person who is often insulted by his or her partner is

a victim of violence

7231

it is mainty thosc fiom poor baclgounds who are

viotcnt in boy-girtfiiend rclationship

1234

a person can rightfutty demand scx fron $eir
girtfriend or bqfriend when they have been going

together for a long time

1231

if you agne to have sex rnd you changr your nind at

the last minute, it is not na]ly npe if your parher

brcs you to go all the way

1 2.3 4

when a girl is nped it is often bequse she pnohd
it

1234

when a girt excites her partner sexually he has the

right to force her to have sex with him

r?34
a person who hits their boyfriend or girlfiiend often

does it u a sign of rfhction cven if tle behaviour is

not reauy con€ct

7234

a young girt cannot h scxually violcnt tovnd her

paftner

7234

16.

."'o

2

d.F

#h4.
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wben a person threatens his ltcl bqfiicnd/girtiiend 52. Thc lrst qucstion is in thc rttrchd cnvetopa Ptcrsc

it is not nally a bnn of violcnce nad it, fill it ort if rppopiate tlcn put hd in

7 2 3 4 envetopeandscalit

an equl relationship means trat both pailners have

the same bstcs and do dtc same $ings
7234

to put en cnd to violence, all converafions and

behaviour drat an lilely to nab your paftner

angry should be arroided

7234

n* * d

llor thotyou hove ongletd the quef*nnoi'c 4lrrrB

ine the lollorjnC inlomaion obou yatrr*lf.

47. Howoldanyou?[

.s. lrcyoufemah[ ilabl-l

49. How woutd you describc your ethn icity? (zg. Pabho, S fi h fi
llooi, iuwn, Tongn, Asion)

50. How would you describe your living amngements?

EHti
a. tuo prnnt horschold

b. singte pannt houschotd

c. cxteded hnity/whanau

d. tiving rith frimds

e.sftBr (pleeqhin)

51. Do either of yrur pnnts wo* at a paid job?

vesl-l *ol-l
If ycs pteasc specQ the type ofjob done

mother

father
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Appendix B: Schools' Consent Form

SCHOOLS'CONSENT FORM TO PARTICIPATE IN

RESEARCH

Proj ect: Teenagers' Boyfriend/Girlfriend Relationships

Researcher: Sue Henderson, PhD student, University of Auckland

Supervisors: Dr Fiona Cram, Dr Fred Seymour, University of Auckland

I have had explained to me the purpose of the research study and I have also read the student
participation information sheet and the questionnaire. I am aware that I can ask questtons

about this research and have them answered by the researcher. I understand that the
questionnaire for students is completely anonymous and that participation is entirely
voluntary. I also understand that students may withdraw from the research at any time
without giving reasons.

I give consent for this research to be undertaken at

behalf of the Board of Trustees.

Name:

(school) on

Position:

Signature:

Date:

APPROVED BY THE UNTVERSITY OF AUCKLA}ID HUMAN SUBJECTS ETHICS

COMMITTEE on 10.7.96 for a period of nro years from 10.7.96. Refere,nce 1996/ 157.
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Appendix C: Information Sheet
II\TFORMATION SEEET

Research Proj ect: Boyfriend/Girlfriend Relationships

Researcher: Sue Henderson, PhD student, (Inivercity of Auckland

Supentisors: Dr Fiona Cram, Dr Fred Seymour, University of Auckland

St'dents from your school and three other Auckland secondary schools have taken part in the first stage ofthis

research for a doctoral research project, in which they talied in small groups about boyfriend girlfriend

relationships. Some of the tningi iney talked about in these discussions have been dwelo'ped into a

qo"rtiooo"ir" so that the experienles of a much larger number of students (about 400 in total) in these schools

can be gathered.

The answers you give in this questionnaire will provide useful and imporant information about

boyfriend/ghlfriend relationship, 
"-oog 

those in yo* 
"g" 

group. lru close relationships arc very much related

to o'r happiness *a *eU-telog which-makes it'i"rpotlot to understand and lnow about them- Most of the

infomntion we have about bofuend/girlfriend relationships is from the United States and Canada' The

inforrnation that you provide wiil b; imporant in he6ing us to understand what boyfriend/guffrien{

;;;;rt;r ?* ril" r"t'teetragers in New Zealand.It wili bJused to work out what kinds of services and

progr*"t about relationshipJwould be helpful for teenagers like yourselves'

It is entirely up to you whether or not you take part in this research project. If you decide to corylete the

qootiooo"ir" you can be sure that oooe of the info'rmatiou you give will be seen by anyone else but me and my

supendsors. your nane and the name of the school are not iecorded anywhere on the questionnaire, it is

completely anon)rynogs. No one but you will know how you answer the questionnaire'

The guestionnaire will ask you mostly about your penonal !*poiP.:t in boyfriend/girlfriend relationships but

it will also ask you very briefly about your family and school rlhtionships. Be-c1use you-T|a.y have hadupsetting

"xperiences 
in any of your relationships, some questions could remind you of these and bring back the feelings

yoi' u"a about them. i'ou 
""o 

stop doing the questionnaire and withdraw 8t any time. Mr/Atlrs/Ir{s""""

(C"ia^.. Counsellor) is available for -ltoay'that would like.to-talk about anything that might come up f9r

you in doing the queitionnaire. The Youihlini number is attached to this sheet if you would like somebody

outside of the school to talk to.

There will be time to ask questions before and after the questionnaire is cornpleted. The rezults of the

questionnaire from all four schools will be given to you and to your school.

If you need more information you can contact me on 373 75gg ext 8523. If you have any-concems about the

study you can phone the Head of the Psychology Departrren! Profgssor Jobn Inrin on3737599 ext 8516 or

write to him at the Deparment of Psychology,-University of Aucklan4.Private Bag92019 Auckland' If you

have any concenrs about the ethics of the snrdy you can write to Dr Dennis Moore, Chair' University of

Auckland Human Subjects Ethics Comnittee, dniversity of Aucklan4 Private Bag 92019 Auckland" or phone

him 4 3737 599, ext 8939

APPROVED BY THE I.JNTVERSITY OF AUCKLA}'ID HUMAN SI'BJECTS ETHICS

COMMITTEE on 10.7.96 for a period of trvo years' from 10'7'96'
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Appendix D: Questionnaire Feedback

30 August 1996

TO: Allthe students who completed the Questionnaire on You and Your Relationships

(Some of you might get this letter even if you didn't do the questionnair+ sorry but there

was no way for me to know which of you from the discussion groups did/didn't do the

questionnaire)

This is just to say many thanks for giving yourtime to help me with my research on teenagers'

relationships.

I have four more classes in your school to visit to ask other students to complete the questionnaire and

two more schools which I haven't been to yet. I hope to be finished by the second week of next term.

Once I have all of the questionnaires I will then enter all the information into he computer and analyse

it. This will probably take some time so I probably won't be getting back to you to talk about the findings

of the research until late next term.

I also want to say thanks to those of you who have said you would be interested in taking part in an

individual interview. I will get in touch with you about tre interviews next term at a time when you're not

under a lot of pressure with exams.

I look fonruard to sharing the results of this research study with you'

Sue Henderson
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GIRLFRIEIYD/BOTTRIEND RELATIONSIilP SURVEY RESI.]LTS

During 1996 and earlier this year sixth and seventh form students from five Auckland
secondary schools were asked to take part in a survey about their girlfriend/boyfriend
relationships. The response was fremendous and I am extremely thankful to all those who
took part in the research. The following is a swnmary of the main findings of the survey.

What was the survey about?
The survey questions came from a series of discussion groups with students carried out in the
first part of the research project. These groups talked about their relationships with boyfriends
and girlfriends. The survey asked mostly about the down side of these relationships which
included unwanted, abusive and hurtful behaviours. The reason for asking questions about
these behaviours w:rs to provide information that could be used to work out what kinds of
services and education programmes about relationships would be helpful for teenagers.

Who took part in the survey?
From the five schools, 373 students took part. Of these 200 were girls md 173 were boys.
The majority (86.9%) were l6-17 years old. Of the girls, 169 had been in one or more
relationships with a boyfriend and of the boys 135 had been in one or more relationships with
a girlfriend. No names were used on the questionnaires so that the information students gave
was completely anonymous.

What did students say about emotionally hurtful behaviours?
Very high numbers of students said that they had experienced at least one tlpe of emotionally
hurtful behaviour in their relationships (81.5% of girls aad76.3% of boys). Girls and boys
reports about the types of behaviours that hurt them were very similar. The following
behaviours were reported by more than half of the students: berng ignored as if I didn't exist
(62% of girls, 56Yo ofboys) being expected to spend all my time with boy/girlfriend (56% ot
girls, 61% of boys) being made to feel jealous (54Yo girls, 50% boys) and having my opinions
slammed down (52% of girls, 49% ofboys). The majority of students thought that the main
reason for their boy/girlfriends hurting them was the "type of person" she or he was. Very
high numbers of students said they knew of other girls and boys who had been emotionally
hurt in their relationships.

What did students say about unwanted sexual activities?
Overall 65% of the girls and 47o/o of the boys said that they had experienced at least one
incident of unwanted sexual behaviour. More than half of the students had been kissed when
they had not wanted it. Most girls (56.9%) had also been "French kissed" when they didn't
want it, with fewer boys reporting this (46.6%). Similar numbers of boys and guls had been
hugged when they did not want to be (41.6% of girls, 4l% ofboys). A major difference
between girls and boys was that the majority of girls had been "felt up" against their will
(65.7%) but less than half of the boys (43.9%) said this had happened to them. The nwnbers
of girls and boys who said that they experienced sex when they did not want it were about the
same (26.9% of girls and27.3% of boys). Significantly more girls than boys knew of other
girls who were forced to have sex or who had experienced unwanted sexual activities with
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their boyfriends. Very few students knew of boys that had experienced these things with
girlfriends.

Parties were the most frequently named place at which wrwanted sexual behaviour occurred,
especially for girls. This was consistent with alcohol or dnrgs being grven as the main reason

for unwanted sexual activity. The reasons "to show love" and "thought my boy/girlfriend
wanted to" were the next two most coillmon reasons after alcohol and drugs.

What did students say about physically abusive behaviour?
Students were asked about the physical aggression that can happen in fun fights as well as in
a serious way. In what is reported here, only the serious physical aggression is included and

so can be defined as "abusive", although some students did report they were hurt in fun fights
as well. Overall 1,7.5% of the girls and 13.3% of the boys said that they had experienced at

least one incident of physically abusive behaviour. Of these students 2lo/o of the guls and

l9o/o of fhe boys said they had been physically hurt. For most of the boys (71%) there was no
lasting injury (hurt at the time) but40Yo of the girls said they had bruising or cuts. There were
some differences in the types of physical abuse experienced by boys and girls. More boys
than girls said they had been punched or kicked whereas more girls than boys said that
boyfriends had held their wrists so they couldn't move or held them down. The most common

fpe of physical abuse for girls was being pushed (54%) and for boys it was being punched
(6s%).

Most stude,nts thought the abuse was due to a variety of reasons. Boys were more likely to
say that they were physically abused because their girlfriends were angry. Girls were more
likely to say that they were physically abused because their boyfriends were tying to control
them. Significantly more boys than girls knew of girls who had been physically abused by
boyfriends. Fewer students knew of boys who had been physically abused by girlfriends.

How did students feel about the abuse?
Emotionally hurtful behaviour brought about a wide rimge of feelings for students but most
students felt angry about it. A good number also felt very confused. Girls wrote more about
their feelings than boys. Some examples of what girls said about their feelings were:

"Argry, powerless, unlovable. I've ended up with this complex that if I have someone I will
lose them/can't keep them. Unattractive, sidelined"
"Embarassed and gives me a bad feeling about myself. Makes me feel I can't do anything
right"
Confused at why he is doing irmaking me feel like I'm not important enough ifhe says at
other times that he likes me or loves me".
"Angry, especially in relationships where he assumes control of my body''.

Some of the feelings about unwanted sexual activities were similar, others were distinctly
different to those brought about by emotionally hurtful behaviours. There was a notable
difference between how girls said they felt compared with what boys said about their
feelings. A good number ofboys said they had not been bothered about the unwanted sexual
activity at all, but this was much less so for girls. Many of the girls said they felt abused,
dirty, and alrLgqy but few boys said they had felt this way. In their own words, this is how
some of the girls felt:
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*Dirty and used, very guilty and scared of him and a slut because I did."
"Angry at the pressure, guilty that I didn't have the guts to tell him no".
"The first time I was scared and didn't know what was going on"
"Used and confused because an ex-boyfriend forced himself on me while we were arguing
and I was drunk".

Boys mostly said that they were not bothered by physical abuse either. Some said they felt
al.Lgqy and others were unsure about what they felt. Among girls, most felt angry or scared.
Some described their feelings as follows:

"ArW, mainly because I felt so helpless and confrolled"
"It was only playing but it still made me a bit angry-it left a few bruises".
"I was scared, he was holding me so I couldn't get away and I felt claustrophobic".
"Scared, hopeless,I felt like dyrng".

Who did students talk to?
Whatever the source of hurt or abuse, most students talked to their friends. In the family,
most talked to mothers and some to sisters or brothers. Not many students talked to
counsellors. There were some differences between girls and boys, the main one being that
boys were more likely to say they did not talk to anyone or had no need to talk compared
with girls. Another noticeable pattern was that less girls and boys talked to anyone about
unwanted sexual activities and physical abuse
compared with emotionally hurtful behaviour. The majority of students found talking to
someone helpful. Some of their comments were:
"It helped, as usually my first reaction would be to talk to a friend and speak my heart out and
consequently I spoke it out with my boyfriend too. Therefore talking to a friend e,nable me to
say exactly what I wanted to".
"Because it helped me a lot because when you are in love you're blind, so you need someone
which is out of the relationship to give you some advice"
'T.{othing really changed. I felt better about myself but it never changes when someone takes
something like that away from yourself'

What knowledge did students have about relationships?
Students were given 14 statements about boyfriend/girlfriend relationships and asked to show
on a l-4 rating scale how much they agreed with each statement. The statements all refened
to abusive behaviour in relationships. The majority of students showed a very good
awareness of abusive behaviour and did not accept myths that are used to justiff the use of
abuse in a relationship.
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What is going to happen now?
I think these findings do show that there is a lot of hurting in boyfriend girlfriend
relationships. As a path to preventing hurtful, abusive behaviours in these relationships, there

needs to be wide discussion in schools {rmong students and staff about these results. I would
like to think that this talk might focus especially on how students who find thernselves in
damaging relationships can best be helped as well as what skills and knowledge would help
prevent abusive relationships. I would like to see programmes in schools which address
relationship issues in a way that encourages discussion, problem solving and support.

These findings have already been presented at conferences in New Zealand and overseas
(Ontario and New Hampshire). As those who participated in the survey know, these findings
and those of the discussion grcups and individual interviews will be written up formy PhD
thesis, which I hope will be completed by May 1998. Some of the findings will also be
published in journals both here in New Zealand and overseas.

To all of you who took part in this survey, the interviews that followed it orthe discussion
groups before it a huge ttrank you. Your generosity has allowed us to find out much more
about the issues on a very important subject.

Researcher: Sue Jackson (would have been Henderson at the time of the survey)
Deparfrnent of Psychology, University of Auckland
Private Bag920l9 Auckland, Phone 373 7599 extension 8523
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Appendix E: Correlation Table - Family/Dating Violence

CORRELATIONS

Significant correlations between types of dating abuse and types of family abuse

Family violence

Dating violence

EmotionallSexuallPhysical
Corr. lSig. lCon. lSig. lCon. lSig.

Exp erie n ce of v iol.en c e

Physical 0.15983

.0002 0.10646

.0018 0.tt474

.0027 0.16136 0025

0002

0033

0.19770

0.16683

.0432 0.19198

.0324 0.15718

Emotional

Sexual

Threat

Witnessing violence

Physical 0.rs392 .0030 0.23729 .0001 0.11164 .0320

0.0048 .0048 0.25597 .0001Veftal

Sibling
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Appendix F: Group Interview Study Information Sheet

PARTICIPAIIT INFORMATION SIIEET

WEWS ON BOYFRIEND-GIRLFMEND RELATIONSHIPS

You are invited to participate in a research project that is part of a study that I am
undertakingfor a PhD. Details of this researchfollow.

Researcher:
Sue Henderson, Departrnent of Psychology, University of Auckland,ph3737 599, ext8523

Purpose of the research:
This is the first stage of a research project in which I will be studying teenagers' boyfriend-
girlfriend relationships. I arn particularly interested to learn about the kinds of problerrs that
can occur in these relationships, how they can be dealt with and what factors may confribute
to them. There is no New Zealandresearch on this topic. The findings of this research will
provide information about what education, information and services are needed to address
problems within teenagers' girlfriend-boyfriend relationships.

It is important to me that this research project be guided by the issues and concerns of
teenagers themselves. To achieve this, the first stage of the project involves having a series
of meetings with small groups of students (6-8) to discuss their thoughts and opinions about
boyfriend-girlfriend relationships and the problems that occur within thern. The group
information will be used in developing the questionnaire for the next stage of the research.
The third and final stage of the research gives an opportunity for those who have experienced
problems in their boyfriend-girlfriend relationships to talk about it in an individual interview
if they would like to do so.

Your Involvement:
You are invited to participate in this research by sharing your views, issues and concems
within a small discussion goup which includes your fellow students. The group sessions will
take place during school time. The discussions will take between one and a half hour and two
hours and will be tape-recorded so that I have a record of what has been said. The tape
recording of the goup discussion will be typed out and I will keep a copy of the tape for the
duration of the research then wipe it. The typewritten copy, which will be stored under stict
secr:rity conditions, is what I will be using to gain a picture of what relationship issues are
important to the different groups.

Conlidentiality
Anything you say in the group will be heated in the strictest confidence and you will not be
able to be identified in any reporting of this research. You can receive a written summary of
the research results by ticking in the relevant box on the Consent Form.

The researcher will ensure that no participant can be identified in any publicly available
material coming out of this research. There will be no atternpt to link consent forms with
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particular interviews. To ensure that you will not be identifiable to those doing the
tanscription no names will be used. All tapes, copies of transcripts and work in progress will
be held in secure filing cabinets in a university office.

Questions:
Given the amount of time you are being asked to contibute to this research you may have
questions that remain unanswered after reading this Information Sheet. I am happy for you to
contact either myself, Sue Henderson, Fiona Cram or Fred Seymour, my research
supervisors, at the Psychology Department, University of Auckland, Private Bag92019.
Phone 3737 599 extn 8512.

If you have concerns about the study then please ring:
Prof. J. Inrin, Head of Deparfrnent, Psychology Departrnent, University of Auckland, Private
Bag920l9. Phone 3737 599, extrr 8516

If you have ethical concerns about the study you can ring or write to:
DrN.J.Dawson, Chair, University of Auckland Human Subjects Ethics Committee,
University of Auckland, Private Bag920l9. Phone 3737 599-exfr,6204.

APPROVED BY TIIE UNTVERSITY OF AUCKLAND HUMAN SUBJECTS ETHICS
COMMITTEE on 10.08.95 for a period of two years, from 10.08.95
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Appendix G: Group lnterview Sudy Question Guide

FOCUS GROUP QTTESTTONS

1. General

o what does it mean to be in a girl-boyfriend relationship for people of yor:r age
o what is an ideal relationship
o what do girls expect of their boyfriands ( what they want them to do/be) and vice versa
. where do expectations and values about relationships come from?
o what do boys/girls want in their girl/boyfriend relationships?

2. Issues/Froblems

o what do you see as being some of the pressures that people your age face in their boy/girlfriend
relationships?

o where do these pressures come from?
o what are some ways in which your age goup hurt each other in their relationships?
o what are the worst things that can happen in a girl-boyfriend relationship?
o what are some of the ways in which girls/boys are badly teated in a relationship?
o what are some ways in which boyfriands can make girlfriends feel upset, anxious, unsure of

themselves or fearful and vice versa
o what makes boys teat girls badly and vice versa (why does it happen?)
o what would make a grl stay in a relationship in which she was being treated badly?

3. Contributins Factors

o in what siuations would a girl be more at risk of being treated badly
o in what situations would it be okay for a boy to teat a girl badly?
o what sort of girls might be more likely to experience being badly teated in a relationship?
o what sort of boys might be more likely to mistreat their girlfriends?
o how would girls respond if they knew a friend was in a relationship where she was being freated

badly?
o how would boys respond if they knew a friend was treating his girlfriend badly?

4. Knowledse of what to do

o what kinds of services or people do you know that can provide help for people your age who are
experiencing relationships in which they are being treated badly?

o what can a girl do if she is in a relationship where she is being teated badly?
o what is needed to help people your age develop healthy relationships?

5. Closins

o is there anything else you would like to add?

SUSAI.I M JACKSON
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. Appendix H: Student Consent Form Group Interview Study

Consent to Participate in Research Project

Views on Boyfriend-Girlfriend Relationships

I have been given and have understood an aplanation of this project. I understand that I can

ask questions about this research and have them answered by the researcher. I also

understand that I may withdrawfrom this research at any time without havtng to give my

reasow. This is entirely up to me.

Please tick or delete

( ) I agree to take part in this research

( ) I agree that the group discussion can be audiotaped and tanscribed

( ) I wilywill not require a surnmary of the findings

Name:

Signatue:

Date:

APPROVED BY TIIE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLA}.ID HUMAN SIJBJECTS ETHICS

COMMITTEE on 10.08.95 for aperiod of two years, from 10/08/95
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Appendix I: Group Interview Study Student Feedback

Girlfriend-Boyfriend Relationships :

A Summary of Discussion Groups In Six Schools

Ideas about Ideal Relationships:

Some ideas were common to both boys and grrls groups. These included good
communication, not pressr:ring each other (especially sexually), honesty, commifinent,
respect, being able to get along with your friends, equality and not being together all the time
(having space, privacy). Boys also mentioned not having secrets, sharing the same interests,

spending all your time together, being happy and having an intelligent girlfriend. Girls
discussed a much wider range of ideal qualities such as thoughtfulness, romance, friendship,
fun, acceptance and reliability. Some girls talked about physical and mental attraction, not
becoming too dependent, being glving, sharing similar beliefs and having compatible
personalities.

\ilhat guys want in a relationship

On one ffrg, the girls' and boy's groups seemed to be in total agreement: generally guys
want and expect sex in a relationship at an earlier stage than girls do. Another frequently
mentioned factor of greater importance to guys was looks. Several boys talked about how
guys sometimes got hassled if a girlfriend wasn't particularly attractive and in support of this
a number of girls spoke about the guys who want an atfractive girlfriend as a kind of hophy,
for the stafus among their mates of being with such a "babe". Looks were an issue for girls
but tended to be balanced with other factors.

Boys had some diverse ideas about what guys want and what's expected of thern in a

relationship. Some thought guys were expected to take the lead and come up with all the
ideas. Others spoke of the need for guys to have spade, spend time with their friends. Several
thought girls wanted a more intense relationship, whereas guys preferred things to be more
rela:<ed, more fun. When girls talked about what they thought guys wanted, they mentioned a
devoted girlfriend, someone to laugh at their jokes, someone to stick by them and support
thern, someone to pamper their ego, someone who would give them space and not hassle
them. Some girls mentioned that there were guys who wanted the kind of girlfriend they
could control. Others thought guys wanted similar things to girls and it depended to some
extent what their friends thought.

What girls want in a relationship

Although some boys thought girls expected faithfulness, romance, love, commitnent,
softress, security and caring, girls themselves did not mention any of these things- While
boys thought girls expected boyfriends to be with them all the time, girls did not confimr this,
but they spoke of some boys dominating a girlfriend's time in this way. Girls themselves
talked about wanting a guy to be sensitive, understanding, honest, thoughtful, a good listener
and someone who did not put them down or abuse them. They talked about trrst, respect
equality and space to be themselves.
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Sexual Pressures: BoYs

Sexual pressure was the most talked about type of pressure in all the groups' Both glrls and

boys groups referred to the '\^/ild hormonei-r"*.t"1 drives of the 16-18 year old male, the

pressuring from mates about "scoring" and the wider social pressure toT 
-ft9 

media' Within

a relationship, some of the ways discussed by boys about how a girl might be pressured to

have sex included being too scared to say no, muies puttlng pressrue on,her, Jelling 
her she

would if she really caridllovedniked him. A numbei of boys thought that-qrls sometimes

went along with having sex to keep boyfriends happy or to keep the relationship' Boys agreed

that girls were usuall/more .rt"i]l aLout their iJxual partrers, but the ones who did sleep

with guys *or" ,""diiy were referred to by some as "sllazy". Some boys commented that it

was difficult to know whether a girl really wanted sex'

Sexual Pressures: Girls

Girls in all of the groups discussed sexual pressuring that can occur in relationships' A

number of girls *.tition.a how drinking couli easily lead to having sex that wasn't wanted'

Others gave examples of guys misinterpreting situations such as being asked over when

parents were out, or being Aotrr in the .rt togitlt.r. Agreeing to sex sometimes came from

not wanting to lose a boifriend, being physically overpowered and afraid to say no, being

threatened, not wanting to hurt the guy's feelings, from feeling it wasn't yow place to say n9

or from being manipuiated. Also discussed *^ tttt situation of guys making the moves and

pushing it furtfrer *itttout checking out if a girl was ready. A number of girls talked about the

iabelling of girls who wanted sex as "sluts'i.whereas the attinrde to boys who were sexually

active tended to be more Positive.

Pressures: General

Apart from- sexual pressures, parents, acceptance of b9V{Sirl friend by friends, time to spend

togettrer and not having a Uoylgfutfriend il friends all did were other sources of pressure

diJcussed by both boys-and girls. Attractiveness was another frequently mentioned pressure'

especially for girls. pressure was seen as coming from the mediq which presents idealistic

and unrealistic female body images. Most groups mentioned the pressure to have an attractive

boy/girlfriend as this tended to be commented on by friends'

Ways of llurting Each Other Emotionally

Most groups mentioned cheating and put it at the top of the list for being the worst way in

which-boyfriends and girlfriends .o,rid hurt each other. Jealousy rated mention in several

groups (boys and girlsj . including the jealousy of friends as well as jealousy caused by

nitti"g. put downs-and name calling, especially in relation to comments about appearance

were talked about more by girls th; boys. This was also the case for lying. Boys talked

about spreading of rumours,-not saying the "right" thing, "getting off your. face", being let

down *a ignoring. Girls dircos"d dependen-y, emotional blackmail, being embarrassed

about ,o*rtliog sJxual, double standardl, lowering self-esteem and having no time for you'
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Ways of Hurting Each Other Physically

In all male groups, boys were adamant that physically hurting a girlfriend was totally
unacceptable. They were also of the opinion that because it was so unacc€,ptable in their age
group, it did not happen very much. A number of girls as well as boys thought physical
aggression happened more in mariages or long term adult relationships, with the sfresses of
children, work and the intensity of the relationship. However, several girls knew of girls who
had been beaten by their boyfriends. Although beating was mostly considered uncommoq
forceful holding or behaviours that could lead on to bashing were acknowledged as occurring.
Some girls talked about girls hitting guys and getting away with it but others pointed out that
girls were afraid of being hit by a guy but guys did not have a fear of being hit by a girl,
because she is generally much weaker.

Date Rape

As with physical aggression, boys unanimously agreed that date rape was totally
unacceptable, but probably not very common. One or two (boys and girls) ,talked about girls
inventing, saylng rape had occured when it hadn't, and doing this just for attention. Girls
identified being scaxed, being put in a position where it was virtually impossible to say no
and using sexual violence to dominate as factors in date rape.

Situations in which hurting occurs

The key situations discussed in which boyfriends/girlfriends hurt each other were parties(too
much alcohol), breaking up, a "staunch" guy, a grrl with low self-esteem and a girl who is
"easy'' (sexual abuse). Girls talked about a wide range of effects- bummed out, depressed"
suicidal, over eating/massive dieting, blaming themselves (what's wrong with me?),
increased feelings of insecurity, not knowing who can trust and feeling as if you're not good
enough. Effects talked about by boys were anger, getting drunk, pwrching walls and taking it
out on others.

E ducation/Prevention/Services

Most groups talked about sex education and comments about it were unanimous: inadequate,
poorly done and not at the right time (third form). With regard to more general education
about relationships views differed. Some thought it was a matter of learning from experience,
from your mistakes, but others could see that areas like communication and how to handle
your feelings might be useful. Also mentioned was getting girls to talk more about abuse and
glving them strategies to deal with it. There was wide agreement that small group discussions
were a good way of dealing with relationship issues, offering the chance to learn from one
another. Most thought it would be better if someone from outside the school could facilitate
these groups. Regarding services for those already experiencing relationship problems, most
thought telephone services like Youthline were helpful, and some thought school counsellors
could be used for this. Several people talked about telling friends but acknowledged that they
might not be able to help.
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Appendix J: Individual Interview Study Student Feedback

INFORMATION SHEET

Girlftiend/Boyfriend Relationships Research

Project Researcher: Sue Henderson, PhD student, Psydtology Depaftnent, University of AucWand

Superuisors; Dr Fiona Cram and Dr Fred Seymour, Psyfiolqy Department, University of Auckland

When you completed the questionnaire You and Your Relationships you signed the form in the last question to
say that you would be interested in taking part in an individual intervieW. This sheet explains more about the
interview so that you can decide whefier or not you would like to go ahead with it.

The purpose of the interview is to talk about the kinds of issues covered in the questionnaire. When people

answer a questionnaire they don't have an oppoilunity to explain what they mean or to describe how a situation

really was for them. In an inteMew people can do this. The information given in the interviews will be used in the
research project to help explain he data collected from the questionnaires.

Because the questionnaires were anonymous, I will not know anything about what experiences you might have

had in your relationships. In the interview you will simply be asked about what you would like to talk about and
the interview will go on from there. There are no set questions as in he questionnaire. How long the interview
takes depends on you- it could be anything from half an hour to an hour and a half. lt is important to me to know
that you are safe. lf in the interview you talk about things that suggest you might be unsafe we will need to talk
about ways of making you safe again. I will provide a list of helping services for anyone ftat would like this.

I would like to tape he interview because what you say is important. You have a choice about whether you use
your real first name in the tape or whether you would like to use an "alias" or madeup name. Your sumame will
not be used at all. This is to protect the confidentiality of your participation. The tape will only be heard by me
and the person whose job it is to fanscribe the tape, who signs a statement to say that all tre information on the
tape will be kept in strictest confidence. Your full name will not appear anywhere on the transcript. The tape and
the transcript made of it will both be kept in locked filing cabinets in my office at the university. The only place
your full name will be recorded is on the Consent Form. This will be kept in the locked filing cabinet with he tape
and transcript.

Participation in the interview is entirely voluntary. You can withdraw from the interview at any time without giving

a reason and you can also withdraw any information that you give once the inteMew has been completed. lf
anything about this research is unclear to you or if there is anything that you wish to discuss about tre research
please contact either myself or my supervisors at he university. The names and numbers are: Sue Hendenon,
phone 373 7599 ext 8523 (there is voice mail so you can leave a message if I'm not in); Dr Fiona Cram, phone

373 7599 ext 8512; Dr Frcd Seymour, phone 373 7599 ext 8414.li you have any ethical concems about tre
research you can contact Dr Dennis Moore, Chair of the University of Auckland Human Subjects Etrics
Committee, University of Auckland, Private Bag 92019 Auckland, phone 373 7599, ext 8939.

APPROVED BY TIIE UNTYERSITY OF AUCKLAI{D HUMAN SI,JBJECTS ETHICS
COMMITTEE on I 1.10.96 for a period of trvo years from 11.10.96 Reference 1996/206
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Appendix K: Student Consent Fonn lndividual Study

Consent Form to Participate in Research Project:

Research Project G i rlfriend-Boyfriend Relationsh ips

Researcher: Sue Henderson

Supervisors: Dr Fiona Cram and Dr Fred Seymour (University of Auckland).

lhave been given and have understood an explanation of this project. lunderstand that lcan ask

questions about this research and have them answered by the researcher. I also understand that my

participation is entirely voluntary and that I may withdraw from this research at any time without having

to give my reasons, This is entirely up to me.

I agree that the interview can be audiotaped and for this information to be transcribed into written form.

I understand that I can withdraw any of this information if I do not want it to be included in the research.

I give my consent to participate in the research,

Name:

Signature:

Date:

APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSIW OF AUCKLAND HUMAN SUBJECTS ETHICS COMMITTEE on

11.10.96 for a period of two years from 11.10.96. Reference 1996/206.
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Appendix L: Individual Interview Shrdy Student Feedback

GIRLFRIEND.BOYFRIEND RELATIONSIIIPS RESEARCH PROJECT

November 10,7997

Dear

It's about ayear since I met with you to talk about relationships with boyfriends. One of the
things I have learned from doing this research project is that things take three times as long to
do as you think! I have analysed bits and pieces from the whole project but no one piece is
completely finished yet and it will take me at least another six months to complete it all. The
closest to finished part of the project is the questionnaire and I have enclosed a summary of
the results for you. Please share this with anyone you are still in touch with from your school
because it has been really difficult trying to arange for these summaries to be given to
students who might have taken part in the research last year. I thought I would also give you
an overall picture of the kinds of things that were talked about in the interviews, which is
summarised for you below.

I have read and re-read the transcripts from all of the interviews and while there are of course
things that are unique to each one of you, I am stnrck by how much you all have in common
with some of your experiences. One of things that really sticks with me is how generous you
all seem to be about boyfriends who have treated you in abusive ways. Rather than laying the
responsibility at their feet (which to me, as a listener, seemed to be where the responsibility
was) you looked for reasons to do with yourselves. For some this was your inexperience,
being natve, being too young, or similar sorts of reflections on why things happened as they
did. So many of you found yourselves in relationships where boyfriends called all the shots
and your lives literally shrank to being only with him ("He says jump, I say how high?').
Several of you talked about how you would do anything, glVo up everything for yoru
boyfriends. In talking about this some of you commented on how "love is blind" and how
hard it is to see what's going in when you're in the relationship. Looking back, though, you
could see what had happened and why it had happened. Quite a few of you had been pushed
into sexual activities that were against your will or had relationships in which you felt
sexually used. Some of those boyfriends could not take no for an answ€r or put you in a
situatfon where you felt unable to even say no. For some of you, fear of losing your boyfriend
made you go along with the sex even though it was not what you really wanted. Finally, a
couple of you had been in physically abusive relationships and this was always part of a
controlling, possessive relationship.
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None of you talked about being in repeatedly abusive relationships so it seems that you all
learned a great deal from the experience and knew what warning signs to look for in the
future. For many of you, the realisation that you had been in an abusive relationship came
after you left it and sometimes only by comparison with a relationship that was not abusive.
The warning signal that several of you identified was the guy who became possessive and
contolling. I also noticed that in every case your abusive relationship experiences happened
when you went in to a relationship at a time when you were vulnerable, such as losing your
friends, loneliness, toubles at school, insecurity or having family problems. A problem for
some of you w:ls how to get out of those relationships that you knew weren't doing you any
good. The biggest barrier seemed to be that you didn't want to hurt the guy's feelings so you
put his needs before your own. Others of you had to deal with ernotional blackmail such as

boyfriends who threatened to kill themselves or kept harassing you which made it exfremely
difficult to get out, but in time you did.

I am exfemely thankful to you all for taking part in this research project. I admire the
courage and franlcness you showed in telling me of experiences that you would probably
prefer to forget. But what you have talked about is of temendous value because you have
glven me some very clear ideas about what could be helpful for relationship education
programmes. I wonder, for example, if telling people in your age group about abusive
relationships would be helpful, such as those waming signs which most of you discovered
after some time in a hurtful relationship or after you had broken up. I would see that girls like
yourselves who have had such experiences could be the best "educators" for other girls. Such
ideas are still just floating in my head and I would welcome your thoughts if you care to
phone, write or fa:r me (details are all at the top of the letterhead on page one).

I hope that this has been a good year for you. If you have been in a relationship or
relationships with guys I hope the experience has been positive for you. Please don't hesitate
to contact me if there is anything in this swnmary that you would fike to talk over.

Best wishes

Sue Jackson (I changed my surname earlier this year back to my birth name. When I spoke
with you my surrurme was Henderson)
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